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PREFACE 



t!!EFACE 

Soviet Policy towards India is very much conditioned 

by Soviet v·iew of India. India's internal developments 

and external behaviour are crucial here. Eb r an objective 

understanding of Soviet policy towards India, it is 

therefore necessary to e xa.mine Soviet perception of India's 

roreign policy and internal developments. Hence, this is 

a study of Soviet view of India's foreign policy during the 

Nehru era, 194 7-64. 

The siudy has been divided into four chapters. 

The first chapter has investigated a framework of 

Soviet foreign policy towards the .Third vlorld With particu.Lar 

reference to India. 1'-ioreover, an attempt has been made to 

focus attention on the relevance of this !·ra.mework for 

examining Soviet perception of foreign policies of· the 

Third World, Infl..,j_ a, in particular. 

The Second Chapter deals w:i.. th the gradual evolution -of 

Soviet view of nature of Indian foreign policy. Such problems 

as correlation between external behaviour and domestic 

problems and internal socio-economic developments are 

discussed here. 

'I'he third chapter analyses the general and the specific 

featullres of Soviet view of Indian foreign policy. 

The final chapter gives an overview of Soviet perception 

of Indian foreign policy against the background of Soviet 

compulsions vis-a-vis India. 

- i ... 

\ 
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Thus an attempt has been made to present the totality 

of Soviet view of Indian foreign policy during 1947-64. 

This study is primarily based on English and Russian 

published materials from both Soviet and other sources. 

My grateful thanks are due to my guide Dr. Zafar Imam, 

Centre for Soviet and East European Studies, for his 

invaluable guidance in the preparation of this l1.Phil • 

. dissertation. The shortcoming, however, are all my own~· 

Last, but not least
1

my thanks are due to the staff of the 

Jawaharlal Nehru University and the School of International 

Studies for their help and encouragement. 

New Delhi, 

\~,Q~l 
( REKHA SIN6'H) 

Dated 31st AUgQst, 1979 



CHAPTER I 

THE FRJ~J;1EWORK OF 

SOVIET VIEW OF DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES AND THEIR ROLE 

IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 



CH.AI?TER I 

THE FRAME\'IORK OF SOVIET VIEW OF D.h.VELOPiliG COUNTRI :W 

,AND THEIR ROLE IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 

The second World war not on~y caused the .loss of men and 

materials, ·but also marked major changes in international 

system. A t the end of war, the United· States emerged as 

a Super Power with nuclear weapons. It was the only western 

country which was least weakened by the war. On the other 

hand, the Soviet Union also emerged stronger w1 th East Europe 

under its military and political influence, and soon it 

attained a super-power status. The European imperialist 

powers were weakened down and their colonies in Asia and 

Africa resurged as independent countries in international 

arena. rviany Latin .Alllerican countries were also struggling 

:t'or their independence. By the close of the forties, the 

international politics was thus qualitatively transformed. 

These newly independent countries as Khrushchev once 

put it, consist of ''majority of the population of our planet 111 

and command vast economic resources. This is a group of 

nearly 100 countries and has 58 per cent of earth's land 

surface or a territory of 80 million square kilometres 

and -is inhibited by 1, 5_00 million people. But they 

have only 10 percent of world's industrial products. 

1. N.S. Khrushchev, Report of the C.§!!tral Committee of 
the Connunist Party q,f the Sovie.11 Union to the 20th 
Congress, Foreign Language Publishing House : Moscow, 
1958, p. 23. 
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This shows their economic back\-rflrdness. Though politi

cally these countries became independent, economically 

they continued to have close ties with former imperialist 

powers. As economic power could very much control the 

political power, the matropolitan countries of the West 

continued to exert political influence on these countries. 

The political confrontation between East and west 

started even during the War and it developed alarmingly 

after it. The western countries, particularly United 

States of America, tried to contain the Soviet Union 

vlithin its limits. They tried for closer links with 

newly independent developing countries and to form a bloc 

ggainst Soviet Union, .Thus a policy of ··cold war .. was 

propagated. 

During the years, \'Vhich followed 1945, the Soviet 

Union was busy in the economic restoration of the 

country and in strengthening East E,uropean bloc. It 

gave less attention to these newly independent nations j 
and their utility in changed international conditions. 

As these former colonial and semi-colonial countries got 

independence, yet remained tied down to western economy 

and also because of the fact that the Communist Parties 

in these countries were not included in administrative 

bodies, the Soviet leadersnip did not accept them as 

totally independent countries. According to Zhdanov, 

an important member of the Soviet leadership, the World 
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(:~divided in ••two basic orientations·· or ··camps·· -

i;perialist and anti-imperialist. 2 In these conditions 

the existence of these newly non-aligned nations were 

given no importance. 

But these developing countries posed a challenge 

to the conceptual framework of the foreign policy of 

both East and west. They rejected the theories of 

.. iron curtain·· and ••t"t-ro camps .. , which increased only 

international tension and this tension was considered 

as against their national interest. These Afro-Asian 

countries wanted peace and a conducive international 

environment for their own development. To ease this 

tension and to get support from both the blocs, a 

majority of these countries followed a policy of non

alignment and tried to maintain their independent 

position in international forum. In spite of diverse 

level of socio-economic development and adherence of a 

sizeable number of Afro-Asian countrie to Western 

sponsored military and Political alliances, non

alignment soon became a recko~~ng force in International 
-:;;;;------_._ 

Politics. The super powers were thus compelled to 

re-evaluate their policy towards these developing 

countries or ··Third World··. 

2. A.A.Zhdanov. ··Report on the International Situation··. 
For a Lasting Peace, For a People's Democracy. loth 
Nov. 1947, pp.2-4. 
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The foreign policy is believed to be an ••interaction, 

perpetual or behavioural, which span national boundaries •• 

• • • • • • ··3 But Soviet foreign policy is not merely a 

reaction of world events. It is based on Marxist-Leninist 

principles of historical materialism, which helps to 

enquire into international problems against the background 

of complexity and diversity of socio-economic process 

and thus to determine foreign policy strategy, tactics 

and priorities in international tasks. Objectiye laws 

of social developments were applied by Sovi.et leadership 

to determine, it is claimed, the course of world history 

and the leading tendencies in international relations. 

Lenin provided a scientific approach to a better 

understanding of foreign policy. According to him, 

foreign policy of a country depends on the socio-economic 

character of a state and political and economic interest 

of its ruling class. Lenin conside.red foreign policy 

an important form of class struggle and it is bound to 

affect working class. After the October Revolution of 

1917, the proletarians were claimed to be the ruJ.ing 

class of the Soviet Union and under the guidance of 

Lenin Soviet Foreign Policy propagated the principles 

· of Proletarian internationalism. This approach reveals 

the international beh~viour of a country and its future 

3. James N. Rosenau, The Scientific Study of Foreign Policy, 
Free Press, New York: 1977, p.so. 
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political course and thus linked foreign policy with internal 

policy of a country. Thus, like domestic policy, foreign 

policy has also a socio-economic class character. In this 

scheme foreign policy of socialist countries has novel objec

tives in view. "The moral and political impact of so ci ali st 
foreign policy is enchanced by the fact that socialism promotes 

peace and is the main barrier to imperialist plans for preparing 

another World war. n4 

To sum up, two :relevant factors are crucial for Soviet J 
foreign policy. The one, "Soviet approach to international 

politics is primarily conditioned by its pre-occupation with 

the changes in the Social structure of other societies, "and 

other" to the Soviets, international poll tics is not simply a 

clash of interest between nation-states, but, is primarily 

determined by the confrontation \'fi th the two world systems, the 

socialist system and the capi talis.t system n. (See, zafar Imam, 

World Powers in South and South-East Asia, -sterling: Nell Delhi, -- -- -- ·- --· ·- ---
1972, p.149). Therefore, Soviet strategy and tactics is directed 

towards its· final triumph over the capitalist system. It can 

easily be seen that the countries of the Third World are assigned 

considerable importance in Soviet framework of international 

politics. In its concrete and specific form, this policy vis

a-vis Third \vorld is generally referred to as a non-capitalist 

path of development (for details, see v. Solodovnikov and v. Bogo-

slovsky, Non-Capitalist Development: »:1 Historical Outline, 
--~------

Progress, 1 975). 

At this stage it is frutiful to investigate the origin of 
development of Soviet attitude of Third Wol~ld Within the framewoi'k 
enunciated above. 

E.Ivl. Zhukov, the main Soviet commentator on colonial system 

characterised US imperialism as the chief obstacle to aspirations 

for independence. In October 1946, he marked the national libera
tion movements in the colonies as- the important product of the 

war and declared the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia as the 

guide for colonial people. He noted the independence movements inArab 

4. N. Kapchenko, "Foreign Policy and I deol'ogy", International 
Af!"ai rs, !1-lo scow, Nov. 1970, pp. 78. 
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World, struggle against British imperialism in India 

and Burma and the armed struggle in Indonesia, Indo

China, Malaya and Philippines. As these people cov~d 

not get rid of imperialist exploitation because of the cha

nged form of imperialist domination, the political 

independence of these cov~tries however, was given no 

importance. Zhukov warned: ··The grant of formal indepe

ndence to the colonies by no means guarantees their 

actual independence··. 5 The ··national bourgeoisie .. in 

the developing countries were called ··reactionaries·· 

and a group which feared the mass movement and collabo-

rated with imperialists for market and capital. In 

1949 Zhukov reaffirmed: ··The national reformists in the 

colonial and semi-colonial countries mendaciously insist 

. upon their desire to •remain aside' from the struggle of 

the two camps, upon their 'neutrality• ll1 the ideological 
. 

conflict, as they put it, between the USSR and USA, 

while in reality acting in bloc with the reactionary 

beourgeoise, they slander the USSR. and ~ctively aid the 

imperialists. ··6 

The Soviet Union believed that the independence of 

these coUL~tries is only a compromise between the bourgeo

isie of these countries and the imperialists of the West. 

5. E.M.Zhukov, Pravda, Aug.7, 1947. as quoted in Charles 
B.Mclane S,oviet Strategies in South-East Asia, Princeton: 
1966, p.256. 

6. Ibid, p.363. 
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Moreover, the parliamentary efforts of the Communist 

Parties of Feance and Italy failed, as they were excluded 

from the coalition governments after the war. So a more 

militant line was advocated by Zhdanov. It was a shift 

from the moderate strategy of 1945-47, when the United 

front with the national bourgeoisie WdS preferred. Now 

it preferred armed struggle against the national 

bourgeoisie. Under these conditions armed struggle started 

in India, Burma, Indonesia, ¥~laya and Indo-China. But 

these struggles were suppressed by the powerful army of 

national governments as thege were not well-organised 

'trith strong mass bases. This proved the incorrect Soviet 

analysis of the political conditions of the developing 

countries. 

Till 1949, .Soviet Asian Policy was the result off'rom ) 

Soviet policy in Europe, where it faced a challenge 

west in forms of Truman Doctrine, Marshall Plan and North 

Atlantic Treaty Organisation. Soviet leadership was busy 

to counter-act West in Europe. There was the problem of 

East Germany and Berlin blockade. Except this, Soviet 

leaders were expecting Communist-led revolutions in France 

and Italy, where Communist Parties became important 

factors after the war. They were trying to establish firm 

economic and political control over the East E,uropean 

countries. The Soviet Union suffered heavy loss of economy 

and manpower during the war and there was problem of 

l 
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restoration of economy. Nuclear parity with the U~ was 

also necessary for any confrontation with the West. All 

these preoccupied Soviet attention in. Europe and prevented 

it to offer an alternative to the Third World Countries. 

On the other hand, there was no stability in Third 

World. The nationalist governments in this part were 

politically and economically weak. The weakness was 

further increased by local clashes, such as Indo-Pak 

wars, Arab-Israel 'conflicts and Indonesia and 1~laysia 

confrontation. The Western powers helped in continuation 

of these local conflicts to justify their presence in the 

area. Often they took side of one power against other. 

As there were no other big power in the area, the smaller 

powers were compelled to take help of the West. When 

Burma faced Co~unist inssurection, economically and 

militarily it was helped by Commonwealth countries. 

Indonesia and India were receiving economic assistance 

from West. All former British colonies continued to be 

members of Commonwealth. The leaders of these countries 

.visited USA. In 1949, in New York, N~~u, the Indian 

Prime-tlinister agreed to- support ,US) in any .. defensive 

war··. Dyakov criticised it by saying that ··India was 

prepared to offer all her resources to the· Anglo

American bloc of instigators of a further cold war··. 7 

7. ··Anglo-American Plans in India··, Current Digest of 
the Soviet Press, Vol.l, No.48., Dec. 27, 1949, p.34. 
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They were dependent on \~test even for grains. All-, this 

obviously led them to follow ~ pro-west foreign poldcY,, 

though they avoided joining any western pact.~ 

Soviet policy regarding these countries marked a change 

since the early fifties. There were many national and 

international factors that made the Soviet leadership 

reanalyse their policy. In the meantime the Soviet 

hegemony in East Europe was established, although there 

was Yugoslavia with nationalist aspiratiohs. The 

Communist revolution did not take place in France and 

Italy inspite of the economic dislocation and political 

instability in West Europe. The Socialist revolutions 

of North Korea, North Vietnam and China led to a 

successful end and the Soviet leadership was hopeful that 

with this, a series of socialist revolution will take 

place in different Afro-Asian countries, but this did not 

happen. The inssurections of India, Indonesia and Burma 

proved that the national governments were strong enough 

to be overthrown by weak Communist Parties there. Except 

this, in 1949, China emerged as a Socialist country and 

the Communist Parties of Asia were influenced by the 

Communist Party of China more than the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Unio~. In this condition if the Soviet 

Union would have remained neutral regarding Asia, it 

cov~d have lost its influence in the East. The lack of 

Soviet interest in Third World increased Western involve

ment and economic commitments in the area. As the Soviet 
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Union achieved the nuclear parity with USA and was ready 

to compete with her in international sphere, it could no 

longer remain inactive in the developing countries. 

According to Rubinstein: •• The Third World has become a 

key arena of super power rivalry because it enables the 

Soviet Union and United States to engage in a low-cost, 

low-risk, highly intensive pattern of sub-strategic 

inter-action ... 8 This shows that both the Super Powers 

avoided direct confrontation nearer to their territory. 

But the Soviet intermention in the Third World is mainly 

to connter-act _Western and much later, Chinese influence. 

The successive Five Year Plans made the USSR an advanced 

industrial country and this confi~ence gave its leadership 

an opportunity to divert its attention outside E.urope. 

Moreover, now its boundaries were secured and there was 

no fear of E;uropean intervention. All this led the Soviet ( 

Union to advocate status quo in Europe and to increase 

its influence in developing countries. 

The developing countries also helped the Soviet Union 

to view them from a different angle. During the Korean 

War, India refused to support US resolution in the United 

Nations condemaing China as an agress·or. Except this the 

views of developing countries regarding China and atomic 

8. Alvin, Z.Rubinstein (ed), Foreign Policy of the Soviet. 
Union: Random House: New York. 1971, p.405. 
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bomb were different then those of the West, in general, 

and USA, in particular. They demanded the admission of 

Corpmunist China in the United Nations. T·he 'Pacific . 
Pact' was the another issue which emphasized the non-

aligned policy of developing countries. India, Indonesia 

and Ceylon opposed the anti-Communist slogans of the 

conference. In 1951 Burma and in 1952 Malaya and to 

some extent Thailand also joined them. The opposition 

was viewed by a Soviet v~iter, V.Kudriavtsevj as a step 

'\vhich stated the reluctance of Asian Powers to join 

American sponsored organisations. 9 India, Burma, 

Pakistan and Indonesia also opposed Japanese Peace 

Treaty Conference in San Fransisco in 1951. These 

countries maintained trade relations with Peoples Republic 

of China. Some of these countries again refused to join 

NATO, CBN'rO and SEATO. 

Soviet Press and politicaans marked all these new 

developments in Third World and gradually decided to come 

forward to offer an alternative to these countries, so 

that these countries should not join the Western alliance 

system and could maintain their non-aligned policy. The 

Soviet Union followed a policy of cooperation with ··national 

bourgeoisie·· and stop encouraging the Communist Parties 

of these countries for the overthrow of national governments. 

9. Izvestia, Aug. 7, 1952 as quoted in Charles B.I,1aclane, 
op.cit, p.45l. 
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It maintained diplomatic relations with these countries 

and India being the most important of the developing 

countries, was paid more attention. In 1952, meeting of 

Stalin with Indian Ambassador Dr.Radhakrishnan was the 

factual proof of changed Soviet view. This policy was 

moderately followed by Stalin 1 s immediate successors. 

In 1953 Soviet Premier I"ialenkov praised ••the efforts 

of peace-loving countries directed towards the ending 

of the Korean war·· •1° Cal tural and scientific exchanges 

started between the USSR and the developing countries. 

In 1954 when Panchseel was signed by India and Peoples 
I Republic of China, Pravada commented: ··There cannot be 
f 

any doubt that the acceptance of these important 

principles by the Asian as well as other countries 

would diminish the possibility of wars, serve to alleviate 

tension in the world community and improve the valuable 

cooperation between countries·· •11 E.M.Zhukov commented 

on Bandung Conference, that it made possible Lenin's 

conviction of close cooperation between communists and 

nationalist against the common imperialist enem.y.12 

Principles of Bandung Conference were hailed as, ··a 

positive contribution to peace in Asia and the World"•. 

10. 

ll. 
12. 

Prav!da, Aug.9, 1953. Quoted in Zafar Imam Ideolo~~ 
Reality in Soviet Policy in Asia. Kalyani Publishers, 
~elhi, 1975, p.l6. 
Pravfda, ~uly 1. 1954. Ibid., p.7o. 
E.Zhukov, ••The Bandung Conference of African and Asian 
Countries and its Historic Si~ficance··, International 
Affairs MOscow, I~y, 1955. p.28. --
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More and more government officials of India, Burma and 

Indonesia visited. the Soviet Union and in the winter of 

~955-56 Bulgamin and Khrushchev visited India, Burma and 

Pakistan. At the end of his visit Khrushchev said that 

370 million Indians as well as peoples of BUrma and 

Afghanistan were their ··allies in the struggle for world 

peace··. ~3 The Soviet leadership thus gradually moved towards 

reexamining its views of the Third World. 

In the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union such a changes of attitude was given a 

final shape and Khrushchev cal~ed the developing countries, 

··a vast peace zone·· and the policy of 'peaceful co-existence' 

was given a wide pub~icity. Ca~culated steps were taken 

by Soviet Government to increase its influence. The 

potentiality of Third World to help Soviet Union and East 

E"uropean countries on international issues ~ike disarmament, 

anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism was ~ealised. Their 

support could change the balance in favour of the socialist 

camp. :f.'loreover, the Soviet leadership realised that a 

socialist revolution in these countries could not succeed 

unless these countries would be economically independent. 

According to changed Soviet view, a kind of 'state capitali

sm' has begun to develope in these countries termed as 

non-capitalist path of development, which p~ay a 

13. N.A. Bulganih E N.S. Khrushchev, yisit of Friendship 
to India, Burma and Afghan~tan, Moscow, 1956, p.220. 
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progressive role in their economy, as it is directed 

towards the creation of an independent and self-reliant 

economy by the development of its own productive forces. 

For instance, countries like India, pre~erred to •a 

socialist pattern of society • and gave more emphasis to 

public sector. All these developments led Soviet Union 

to establish economic relations with the developing 

countries. This decision \'las taken keeping two aims in 

mind. Firstly, the economic relation is to enable these 

countries to decrease their dependency on the West. ( 
Secondly, the economic aid to heavy industrialization under 

public sector is to accelerating the process of socio-

economic changes, increase the number of workers and 

thus help the proletarians to organise themselves in 

urban areas. The local Communist Pal~ies can utilise 

them for an eventual socialist revolution in a country. 1 4 

Economy of Third World presents the picture of all 

types of economy from feudalism to mixed economy. The 

level of development in these countries also varries. 

Bulk of the states are either in capitalist or pre

capitalist stage. Hence Soviet Commitment in these 

countries also differed. The countries having stable 

government and plam1ed economy with emphasis on industri

alization under state sector were given more importance. 

14. V.Solodovnikov and V.Bogoslovsky, Non-Capitalist 
Development: An Hisi£rical Outline, Progress, Moscow, 
1975, p.l25-26. 
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Again, the countries having strategical locations and nearer 

to Soviet Union, were paid more attention. For instance 

between 1954-67 Soviet economic aid to India, the United 

Arab Republic and Indonesia constituted about 56 percent 

of total socio-economic aid to the Third World.15 

TAe Soviet rate of interest is very low, that is 2.5 

per cent to 3 percent against the v/estern rates of 4. 5 

percent and 6.3 percent annually and it is payable within 

ten to t\'Telve years. Aga_in, the Third \vorld countries 

need not pay in hard currency. It is paid by their 

products or raw materials. 

This aid is important for the economic development 

of the newly independent countries. From 1954-55 a aid 

of 130 million roubles was given to the Third World. 

Between February 1955 - February 1961 this aid increased 

upto 806 million. Due to the Soviet aided projects, the 

prestige and importance of the Soviet Union increased in 

developing countries. The Soviet Union gave more 

emphasis on heavy industries and assisted developing 

countries in building up of steel and iron plants, 

engineering and electronical equipment plants and exploring 

and refining of oil all under state sector. Generally, 

the entire factory equipment is supplied on turn-key basis. 

The Bhilai Steel Works in India is the most important 

15. Zafar Imam, op.cit., p.205. 
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project in public sector with an annual production 

capacity of 2.5 million tonnes. It agreed to economically 

assist Afghanistan in construction of motor road and 

Jalalabad Canal. Soviet aid was given to Guatemala in 

1954. Assistance was given to Turkey for the construction 

of a glass factory. In 1957 USSR and Syria signed an 

agreement on economic and technical cooperation. Again, 

in 1964 an agreement on economic and technical cooperation 

was signed by the USSR and Yemen. In 1959 the Soviet Union 

supplied E,thiopia with equipment for an oil refinery aJ:Ki 

a gold mine and credits for research. USSR and Republic 

of Guinea agreed in 1959 for building of some industrial 

enterprises. In 1963 Soviet Scientists were invited by 

Brazil to help in search for oil. This year again trade 

agreements were signed between Soviet Union and Colombia 

and Soviet Union and Brazil. Trade between socialist 

countries and Asia doubled every four years between 1953 

and 1964. In 1961 one-third of Egyptian exports and 

under one-twelvth of Indian exports were directed to 

socialist countries. Emphasis was given on barter system. 

The European Socialist countries supplied capital equipments, 

technology and technical assistance. In return, the 

developing countries supplied them products of these 

equipments, knowledge and technical assistance. USSR 

imported iron and steel products from Indian and Egyptian 

plants, helped by it. Raw materials are also supplied 
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to the USSR. These trade relations provide stable 

market for the developing pountries. These long-term 

agreements were mostly bilateral and they protected Third 

World from arbitzary fixing of price by the West. It 

enable them to bargain with West. On the other hand, 

USSR was also benefitted due to these favourable 

relations and posed a challenge to Western trade in these 

countries. 

Soviet assistance in training the personnel of 

developing countries, is also important. Thousands of 

specialists of the developing countries were trained in 
I 
USSR, particularly engineers, teachers, agronomists and 

scientists. Many educational institutions were established 

in these countries with the help of the USSR. These 

institutions helped in development of technology, medicine, 

agriculture and science. Many medical personnel were 

sent to the developing cou.ntries at their request. Soviet 

Union also tried for cultural exchanges. The different 

cultural groups visited USSR. In 1962 Indo-Soviet Cultural 

Society was established. The Soviet film festivals were 

organised in develop~g countries. Films from developing 

countries were also invited in the USSR. According to 

an American observer 196 Indian delegations visited Soviet 

Union from 1954-57. Soviet Union also assisted Third World 

under UN auspices. 

Soviet Union tried to win the support of developing 

countries by supporting their national interests in UNO. 
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India was supported by it against Pakistan on Kashmir 

and against West on Goa. It got surprising support in 

its conflict with People's Republic of China. Hgypt 

was also supported against Israel and the west. On 

Soviet initiative, Indonesian question aas raised in the 

UN. As a result, the colonial rule in Indonesia came to 

an end and West Irian was transferred to Indonesia. It 

supported Burma against Koumintang Party in UN. From 

1952-55 Soviet Union demanded in UN to fulfil the 

national aspirations of Tunisia and Morocco. In 1957 

it demanded independence of trust territories of Africa. 

It helped Republic of Congo against Belgium in UN. It 

supported Security Council resolution, con~emning 

interference in internal affairs of Guatemala. 

All these calculated steps of Soviet Union improved 

its international position and gradually increased the 

confidence of USSR to compete bpth USA and later, People's 

Republic of China. • Books pamphlets and magazines were 

published in different languages of the developing 

countries and propagated the Soviet Social, political 

and economic system, and the Soviet view of the developing 

countries. In 1955, 17,000 books were sent only in India 

and in 1958 number increased to 4,000,000. Libraries and 

reading rooms were also opened. Radio Moscow in 1955 used 

to broadcast in three languages to India and Pakistan. 
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Gradually the broadcast in other languages of developing 

countries also started. 

The most of the developing countries were influenced 

by Soviet Union and gEadually decreased their dependency 

on West. The Soviet ideology appealed these developing 

countries mainly because of their economic and social 

backwardness. Except this, they had a colonial past and 

inherent hatred for the imperialist countries. But there 

was no such feeling against Soviet Union. Soviet litera

ture which flooded these countries, helped in exposing 

the imperialist tactics of West, but it never thought 

of imposing its economic social or political. system on 

them. 

On the other hand Soviet Union was also helped by 

this changed international conditions. Now there was no 

fear of imperialist encirclement. I~reover, socialist 

countries got rid of their isolation. Economically 

they got a stable market. It also affected internal 

conditions and living-standard of socialist countries. 
\ 

With all these changes, the Soviet view of non

socialist countries m1dergone a change. During late 

.fifties and early sixties, it followed a new policy 

to-v1ards some aligned countries. Herbert Dinerste in 

stated three categories of Soviet activities in Third 

World. Firstly, ·the denial of these countries to \vestern 

or lately Chinese influence. ·secondly, intrusion into 
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the areas of an opponents influence and thirdly, promotion 

of Socialist revolution.16 In fact, Soviet Union followed 

a traingular policy. It tried to normalise its relations 

with the countries like Pakistan, Iran and Turkey which 

were very much aligned themselves 't'li th \'lest. The national 

aspirations of these coviLtries were not fulfilled by West 

and Soviet Union encouraged their disengagement with West. 

USSR was also trying to establish close relations with the 

countries were the influence of China was increasing. In 

fact, China's attitude towards Soviet Union compelled 

USSR to put its full weight in Asia. Except this, the 

Third World, it took up the projects in which either 

the West failed or refused to help. In 1960, Soviet Union 

discovered oil in India, v1here the West failed after 

explorations. It sold crude oil at lower rates than West. 

In 1958, USSR decided to give economic assistance to 

Egypt for the construction of Aswan High Dam, when, U.S. 

decided to withdraw its prom~se to help with 56 millie~ 

dollars for the project. In 1964, when US refused India 

to finance for Bokaro Steel Plant in public sector, Soviet 

Union provided technical and financial assistance. 

The economic relations of Soviet Union w·ith the 

developing countries were politically motivated. B.Pichugin 

stated - ••the S.i!lviet Union utilises economic contracts 

16. Herbert Dinerstein, ··Moscow and the Third \'lorld: Power 
Politics or Revolution·· Problems of Communism. January
February 1968. pp.52. --
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, principally as an important lever for strengthening 

peaceful relations and establishing the disired confidence 

between states with different social systems ... 17 \'lith 

this aim in view, Soviet Union gave no importance to a 

profitable trade. To a greater extent it was successful 

in its political aim of decreasing the Westen~ influence 

in the developing countries. 
I 

After the Second World War the Soviet leadership 

v1atched the developments in the third world countries. 

It found that the policy of non-alignment, which was given 

wide publicity by the leaders of developing countries, 

was not followed by them in practice. They were more close 

to West and were not well informed of Soviet social, 

political and economic systems. This led to their fear 

of the totalitarian system and their incorrect interpre

tations of Soviet activities in international forum. But 

gradually, when change took place in Soviet view of the 

former colonial and semi-colonial countries, a close 

relation was established betw·een them and they started 

realising the importance of each other in international 

system. 

Due to their past experience, these newly independent 

countries tried to maintain a distance from the West and 

this trend was encouraged by Soviet Union. Soviet Union 

17. B.Pichugin, ··The Seven-Years Plan and the Soviet Union's 
Foreign Economic Relations··, International Affairs 
(Moscow) No.lO, 1959, p.70. 
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helped them in maintaining their non-aligned posture by 

giving them economic and political support. The 

Central Committee report to 20th Congress of CPSU 

acknowledged that in the changed conditions, the internati

onal relations were not limited between East and West; 
18 it enveloped the whole World. The non-aligned policy of 

Third World is necessary for their social, economic and 

political development. The Soviet Union viewed their 

policy as a struggle against imperialism and neo-colonialism 

an6. considered that it enabled these countries not to 

join military pac~s and to maintain, their political and 

economic independence. It has its roots in the economic 

conditions of a country. In Soviet Opinion, this policy 

has its roots in the political and economic conditions 

as it has emerged due to the clash between foreign capital 

and national capital. 

Due to the developed nuclear weapons system the war 

between East and West was no longer inevitable. So the 

Soviet tactics were changed, though it -a:irm and political 

programmes remain unchanged. The new tactics stressed 

peaceful competetion vTi th the \vest and it ruled out the 

possibility of a total nuclear war~ Moreover, Khrushchev 

reanalysed the Lenin 1 s thinking, that independence movements 

· 18. lilirushchov, N.S.~ op.cit., p.26. 
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against imperialism in these countries should be assisted 

by <the· Soviet Union because this w·ould further Soviet 

interest. This -zone of peace·· helped in decreasing the 

tension$. According to V .I.Pavlov •• ••• countries of 

South Asia were always for 11·1arx Engles and Lenin not only 

objects of cognition, but also subjects of consciousness, 

active participants in the historical struggle and not 

just passive contemplators·· •1 9 The report of the Central 

Committee of the CPSU to the Twenty Second Party Congress 

declared: •• •••• I"iost of them,·· (the third world countries)·· 

however, are by no means neutral when the cardinal 

problem of our day, that of v1ar and peace, is at issue. 

As a rule, those countries advocate peace and oppose war··. 20 

The Programme of the CPSU stated: ··All the organi-

~ations and parties that strive to avert war, the neutralist 

and pacifist movements, and the beourgeois circles that 
• 

advocate peace and normal relations between countries will 

meet with understanding and support on the part of the 

Soviet Union ... 2l 

Thus,due to its changed tactics and ideological 

adjustment with the changing international conditions ,the. 

USSR become a power to be reckoned with by the whole world. 

19. V.I.Pav1ov, Soviet Review, Vo1.l2, No.14 (~Brch 27, 1975) 
20. The Road to Communism, I1oscow, 1961, p.41. 

21. ~· p.507. 
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Such a change in Soviet policy encouraged many 

developing countries to come closer to the USSR and the 

socialist bl~c. As one Soviet commentator put it, their 

(Third World) stand "on international issues objectively 

restricts the sphere of action of aggressive imperialist 

circles, narrows their ch.ances of unleashing mill tary 

conflicts. n22 The community of interest between the t:riSR 
~ 

and the developing countries is thus stressed. 

As India is the most important developing country, 

the following chapters will explain this change of Soviet 

atti-tude towards India in particUlar. The Soviet Indole

gists minutely observed the internal developments of India, 

the class character of Indian leadership and their influence 

on Indian foreign policy. Thus, the causes of changed 

attitude of the ~~vi:~ Soviet Union towards India in parti

cular, and developing countries in general, have to be 

examined in the above perspective •. 

Thus it can be seen that the Soviet view of the Third 

World countries is based on "iwo erucial factors, firstly, 

the nature of socio-economic structure of the Third World 

country and its inter-connection with their :roreign policy 

postures. Secondly, the foreign policy posture itself 

in general, and its relationship With the Soviet Union and 

other socialist countries in particular. On both these 

counts the Soviet Union considered the Third World 

22. :r<Iikbail Kremnyev, "Non-aligned countries and World 
Politics", World !vlar~Review, Vol. VI, no.4, 
(APril 1963), pp.28-35. 
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countries as potential ally and friead inspite of 

multi-dimensional character of the process of the socio-

economic development that are underway in developing 

countries. 

Hence, it does support the aims and aspiration of 

the developing countries and encourages them to get away 
II 

from the capitalist world economy and its political 

domination. 

India is abviouslyatest-case for the Soviet view~:of 

the Third World. It is more so in relation to Indian 

foreign policy. Hence, we shall now proceed to examine 

soviet view of Indian foreign policy in the following 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER - II 

~Y.QLUTION AND DEVRLOP.trl.BNT OF SOVIE! 

Yl&\v OF INDIAN FOREIGN POLICY 

For our purpose INDIAN" foreign policy of Nehru era 

can be viewed in three distinct phases. ~he first period,· 

1947-50, was a passive phase when ~ independent India 

was not paid due attention by the Soviet leadership. 

The second phase started from 1951 to '59, when a 

sympathetic view of Indian foreggn policy gradually began 

to emerge. The Third phase, 1959-64, may be called an 

active phase when the role of independent India in 

international arena was understood and appreciated. 

Thus the Soviet view of Indian foreign policy started 

from a critical and often hos-tile view. But gradually t'he 

Soviet leadership began to show favourable disposition 

to Indian foreign policy. FD~ the beginnin6 of 1950s 

om·Jard, this trend was marked and it began to grovr' by 

the time Nehru died in 1964. 
----- X ----- X -----

The Bolshevik Revolution and establishment of the 

Soviet State in October 1917 introduced a new force in 

international politics which began to assert itself 

against imperialism and colonialism. Likewise it openly 

began to e~ouse the cause of freedom of the colonial 

and semi-colonial people and launched a programme of 

... , 
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support to all movements struggling against imperialism 

and colonialism. All these trends were clearly notable in 

the various postures of Soviet foreign policy and in the 

decision and proceedings of Communist International during 

the inter-war period. Although, Soviet foreign policy and 

the Communist International had their 0v1n unpredictable 

ways, the main trends as indicated above were not entirely 
1 abandoned or forgotton. 

The Bolshevik leaders observed the internal development 

of Indi~ even during early years of 20th century. Lenin 

wrmte about the exploitatiGn of the colonies by European 

imperialists and in this connection, he devoted considerable 

attention to India. 2 As early as in 1908 about the 

general strike in Bombay, Lenin commented, ••the proletariat 

has already developed to conscious political mass struggle 

and, that being the case, the Russian style British 

regime in India is doomed•• .3 Later, by 1920, the internal 

developments of colonies in general and India in particular 

led him to view the working class movement of Europe as 

inter-linked with the national liberation movements of 

Asia and Africa. Even during the war, inspite of the 

preoccupation of the Soviet leadership, Stalin did bring 

1. See for details, Zafar Imam, Colonialism in Bast-West 
~ations: Soviet Policz toward India ~nd __ Anglo-Soviet 
Relations 1917-47. New Delhi, 1969. 

2. aee for details, V.I.Lenin, IffiEerialism, the Highest Sta~ 
of CaEitalism. Foreign Language Publishing House, Moscow, 1947. 

3. V.I.Lenin, Collected Works, vol.l5.p.l84. 
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up the subject of freedom o£ colonies and semi-colonies 

in various war-time allied conferences. 

After the war, the Soviet Union, continued to oppose 

all manifestations of colonialism and neo-colonialism. On 

Soviet initiative the U.N. General Assembly adopted impo

rtant resolutions as the Declaration on the granting of 

Independence to colonial countries and peoples. Declara

tion on the inadmissibility of intervention in the 

domestic affairs of states and the protection of thei~ 

independence and Sovereignty. All these initiatives 

helped in the process of independence of the former colonies 

after 1945. 

At the end of the Second World war, with the deteri

oration of the cordial relations between the allies, the 

Soviet leadership became pre-occupied in E,urope and with 

the restoration of war time Soviet economy. With the 

declaration of Truman Doctrine and ¥~rshall Plan in 1947, 

Stalin tried to strengthen the aconomy and defence system 

of the Soviet Union. The economy of different countries 

of East Europe was gradually integrated into a single 

economic system. To transform the milita17 victory into 

a political victory the non-co~1unist parties form the 

Govts. of East European countries were ousted. The 

Soviet nuclear programme was also intensified and in 

1949 Soviet Union broke the u.s. monopoly o£ nuclear 

weapons, while its conventional army had already emerged 
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quite powerful. By the beginning of the fifties, the 

worst was over. 

It is indeed inspiring that the changed international 

politics in 1947 and the independence of India coincided 

with the passive phase of Indo-Soviet relations. The 

Soviet criticism of India becmne more vocal and more direct. 

For this passive phase, India and Soviet Union both share 

equal responsibility. Soviet ~olicy towards India v1as 

ver;y much conditioned by its European policy. In Europe, 

it faced challanges in forms of NATO, Berlin blockade and 

National Communism of Yugoslavia. ~e to all these 

problems, Soviet decision makers paid not much attention 

to the emergence of independent India and its problems. 

Vijay Sen Budharaj stressed, that Moscow's attitude 

towards independent India should be studied in the 

perspection of the Cold War atmosphere of 1947 and against 

the background of Soviet fear that the Western pOi·rers 

preparing to attaack the Soviet bloc.4 

~~reover, Soviet view of Indian foreign policy was 

projected within the framework of Soviet view of the Third 

\·lorld in general. It emphasised the nature of Indian 

foreign policy and took into account various domestic 

compulsions that India faced during this period. This 

chapter will present an analysis of Soviet and Indian 

domestic compulsions and their corelation with the 

4. Vijay Sen Budharaj, §ovi~Russia and the HindvEthan 
~continent; Somaiya publication; Bombay, 1973. p.37. 
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foreign policy; it is also proposed to deal with the 

evolution and growth of Soviet view of India during 

1947-64. 

we now turn to evaluation and growth of Soviet view 

of India's foreign policy •. 

-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

After the independence in 1947, the Indian foreign 

policy was formulated under the idealistic influence of 

Pandit Nehru and in international sphere India decided to 

follow a pol icy of non-alignment, non interD:erence in 

internal affairs of other countries and peaceful coexiste

nce. But, during 1947-51 Indian foreign policy was non-
I 

aligned only in a formalist way. Economically it was c~osely 
I 

tied down with the west and as economic policy is very much 

able to·influence political policy of a country, India 

followed a pro-West policy during the early years of its 

foreign policy. Moreover, the host of internal problems 

that India faced had provided little scope for India's 

intiative in World affairs. 

About the transformation of India into two Dominions, 

the noted Soviet economist Prof. Verga wrote in Fundame:ih.tal 

E.£litics of Imperialism, ...... It is an attempt of the 

Indian ruling classes with the help of English Imperialism 

against the growing revolutionary movement of workers and 

peasants ... 5 Again, when the power was actually transferred 

5. Journal of USSR Academy of Sciences, Institute of Economics, 
August, 1953. 
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to India and Pakistan it was interpreted as ··an act which 

signified that both the Indian landlords and uper bourgeo

isie, represented by the National Congress and the Muslim 

landlords and bourgeoisie, whose li1terests are represented 

by r~lim League, had openly gone over to:the camp of 

imperialism and reaction··. 6 Thus both the important parties 

of Ind~a, National Congress and 111uslim League w·ere vie¥Ted 

according to their class interest and class character. 

As the interest of the ruling party of India was oriented 

towards West, the foreign policy of India was also seen 

as pro West, inspite of its repeated claims of non-aligned 

policy. Moreover, independent India was described as a 

base of the Imperialist against the ··national liberation 

movement•• of the peoples of Asia. 7 Gandhi and his policy 

was severely criticised and A.l'II.Dyakov described him as a 

••trai tor·· to the mass movement of national liberation and 

that one shoUld unmask his betrayls of the movement with 

a view to fight against Gandhism. 8 

In fact, the Indian foreign policy in the late •40s 

was closely tied .down with the West. It was mainly 
1 
l 

because, the policy m~kers of India were educated in west 

and were influenced by Western Administrative system. 

Except this, Pandit Nehru was influenced by various groups 

6. A.M.Dyakov, The Crisis of fhe Colonial system; Chap.3. 
USSR Academy of Sciences; 1948. 

7. New China ~ws Agengy, Dec.7, 1949. p.l24-25. 
8. A.H.Dyakov, Crisis of the Colonial Systems, PPH, Bombay, 

1951, p.32. 
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and persons lvi thin and outside his ministry. Yuri Nasenko 

has clearly analysed the class character of Indian ministers 

and administrators and their influence on the foreign 

policy of India.9 According to him, the Congress Party 

was divided into many fractions. It had righ.t and left 

wings and there was clash of in~erest between them. The 

then General Secretary of Communist Party of India, Ajoy 

Ghosh, wrote that the Swatantra and Jan Sangh parties 

··would not be so dangerous. But the fact is t ~,at they have 

powerful friends and supporters inside the Congress, 

particularly in right wing of the Congress. They get 

financial support from some of the biggest monopolists, 

who want to build up parties like the Swatantra and Jan 

Sangh in order to bring more pressure on the Congress and 

force it to shift still ,more to the right•• •10 :\ 

l\1oreove:~;, most of the ministers and civil servants 

v1ere either from landlord or ·industrialist families. They 

exerted their influence on India's domestic and foreign 

policy. Sardar Baldev Singh, the Defence minister, was 

a big capitalist of Laho~ and he influenced India's 

pqlicy towards Pakistan. As the Finance 1ftnister I~.Chetty 

was closely related with Indian Princes, the government 

could not take any effective step against wealth and privileges 

9. Yuri Nasenko, Jawaharlal Nehru and India's Foreign Policy, 
Sterling, New Delhi, 1977. Ch.I. 

10. World Marxist Review, No. 2, 1962, p.ll-12. 
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of Indian Princes. Again, ]t1r.Rafi Ahmed Kidwai, the 

r1inister of Communications was a landlord from U.P. and 

safegaurdeded their interests in cabinet. Dr.Ambedkar 

had close ties with Indian civil servants. The Deputy 

Prime f.[inister, Sardar Patel was director of some 

business concerns. He had good relations with the 

industrialist like G.D.Birla.ae was reported to have 

assured that •••••• Finance Minister belongs to your own 

class. He knows his mind, is able, clever and efficient • • • • 

Our Commerce Minister is also an experienced industrialist. 

Ilr .S.hyma Prasad Mu.kher jee, the Ninister for Industry and 

Supply, is not a 6ongress man, but an able, painstaking 

and conscientious public servant. I am quite certain 

that all these Ministers would like to secure your 
11 

cooperation in making India indust~ially great••. In 

fact, there were inner party differences between Nehru 

and Patel and Patel v1as supported by the above ment.ioned 

members of the cabinet. Even George Petterson, a British 

expert on Asian affairs wrote - ··struggle for pre-eminance 

between the idealistic Pandit Nehru and the preagmatic 

Sardar Patel continued after independence over several 

issues and from 194 7 to 1950 India t'[as in fact, ruled by 
12 a 'duumvirate'. ·• This explains the cause of pro-'t'rest 

and anti-Soviet steps of Indian government. But in 1950, 

11. Yuri.Nesenko, ££.cit. p.ll. 

12. llli·' p.l3. 
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with the death of Sardar Patel, his whole group resigned 

and Nehru's position became stronger in foreign policy 

sphere. 

However, to understand Indian foreign policy postures 

of early years, one should minutely study the internal 

problems and developments of India. With the declaration 

of independence, communal riots broke out in different 

parts of India. Again, due to the division of Hindustan 

sub-continent into Pakistan and India, the ~nflux of 

refugees started and this was one of the acute problems 

faced by Indian government. In 1947, Pakistan also invaded 

Kashmir and all these conditiow compelled India to take 

the western help as there was no alternative. Moreover, 

Communist insurrection took place in Telengana and in 

some places in Bengal and Nahru government had to supress 

it and to declare Communist Party illegal. This act of 

Indian government was severely criticised by the Soviet 

government and adverse reports were published in New Times 

and Pravada. 13 Thus, due to all these internal problems, 

Indian government could not play an important role in 

international forum. 

The economic policy of early India was also criticised 

by Soviet leadership. In February 1948 Prime Minister 

Nehru announced, •• •••• there should be no sudden change 

13. New Times, No.3, 1949, Fravada, E'eb., 27, 1949. 
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(in the economic structure) which might upset the present 

structure without its being replaced ••.•.• We should not 

waste our resources at the present movement in trying to 

nationalise existing industries ... 14 This policy of Indian 

government was ve~~ much influenced by Sardar Patel and 

his group and no action lvas taken against t.he Indian 

monopolists and industrialists. Indian economy was very 

much controlled by British capital. Till 1951 Britain 

held .. 85 percent of the foreign holdings of government 

securities and 78 percent approved foreign investment of 

long-term capital in India·· •15 47 percent of its export 

was of raw materials and 22 percent of the total foreign 

trade was tied with Britain.16 Nehru in 1950, admitted 

that economic policy of India was tied to western powers. 

Moreover, India established trade relations with Yugoslavia, 

when its relations with Soviet Union were strained. 

Moreover, Indian membership of Commonwealth continued 

and Indian government supported the commonwealth policy 

of anti-Soviet and anti-communists. In 1949 Indian 

government supplied arms to nationalist government of 
• 

Burma against communist rising there. It decided to 

provide transit facilities to French government for war in 

Vietnam and did not recognise government of Ho Chi Minh 

14. Jawah~rlal Nehru•s Speeches, Vol I~ Sep-1946-~By 1949, , 
The Puoiication Division, Government of India, p.ll2,113. 

15. Zafar Imam, Ideology and Reality in Soviet ~olic~ in 
~: Kalyani Publishers, D~elhi, 1975, p .26 •. 

16. Prof. D.P .Chatterjee, .. India and Soviet Union: Partners 
in Prospers ... Socialist .India.: vol.7.No.27 (Nov 27, 
1973) p.l7. 
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there. Besides, the British government was helped against 

~~laya liberation movement. In January 1949, India called 

an Asian conference on Indonesia but Asian Republics of 

USSR, China and North Vietnam were not invited. In 1949 

-Nehru visited USA and there he criticised cgntralised 

Soviet administrative system and agre.ed to support U.s. 

in a defensive war. In Singapore in 1950, Nehru called 

communism, the enemy of nationalism in Asia. The Korean 

crisis, in its early phase encouraged Indian move towards 

West and North Korean government was not recognised by it. 

In 1949, Soviet students and writers' delegations were 

refused visas. 

All these activities of the Indian government· 

provoked Soviet criticism. The Soviets continued to 

criticise all the external and internal policies of 

'bourgeoisie' government of India. In fact the Soviet 

Union viewed India against the background of Cold war 

politics and the Soviet Indologists analysed Indian policies 

and activities in a very partisian and dogmatic fashion. 

Accordingly the non-alignment of India r~s severly criticised. 

··If (neutrality) does not change the basic fact that in 

the present days conditions, the neutrality •••••••• profits 

only the US, and British Imperialistw· •17 However, India 

w-as also behaving against its claimed principles and had 

17. New Times No.43, Oct. 1950, p.28. 
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close economic, political and cultural relations with 

West. Its dependency on West and anti-Soviet policy was 

bound to provoke Soviet criticism. In the U.N.O. in 

1947 Soviet Union opposed India for Security Council 

seat and supported one of its republic, Ukraine as 

India and Pakistan were thought to be integral parts of 

Anglo-American bloc. n;uring the early phase it 

abstained from voting on the issues concerning Indian 

national interest. 

Though the years 1947-50 are considered as passive 

phase of Indo-Soviet relations, both India and Soviet 

Union did take some steps to build a working relations 

between themselves. Soviet Union tried to maintain 

economic relations with India and in 1949, India received 

grain from Soviet Union in exchange of Jute and tea. On 

the other hand, India was the first non-communist country 

to recognise socialist China and this led the Soviet 

Union to show a favourable gesture to Indian foreign 

policy. To provoke Indian sympathy, in the U.N.O. 

Soviet representative spoke against Anglo-American 

interest in Kashmir. During this phase, articles '\vere 

published in New Times criticising Sardar Patel and 

Dr. John Mathai but Nehru was left out from any direct 

attack.18 But the liberation of Tibet by China provoked 

18. New Times No.32, August, 1948. 
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a strong protest in India and this was condamned by both 

the Soviet Union and China. Articles ~criticising India's 

Tibet policy were published in Pravada and New Times,19 

and China asked India not to interfere in its internal 

affairs. However, K.M.Panikar, the Indian ambassador in 

Peking, played an important role in normalising Sino

Indian and Indo_Soviet relations·. 

-x-x-x-x-x-

The years of early 1950s were important regarding 

India's internal development and its international relations. 

During this period a favourable Soviet view of India's 

foreign policy postures started. There were some causes 

for this change. The new constitution was introduced in 

India. In the first general Election of India, Congress 

party got clear majority and a stable go~ernment was 

established in centre. Communist Party of India was 

legalised and it contested the first General ~lect~on. 

The refugee problem was not so much acute then. Moreover, 

Kashmir war was stopped and negotiations had begun with 

Pakistan. On international forum, Communist China emerged 

on the border of India. This indeed changed.the balance 

in Asia in favour of Communism and Nehru was quick to 

realise it. He tried to maintain cordial relations with 

China and India supported Communist China's claim for 

----------------------------
19. New Times No.47. 1950, p.28. Pravada.Nov. 20, 1950. 
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Security Council Seat. In 1950, it tabled a resolution 

in U.N.O. regarding the representation of People's Republic 

of China. Moreover, India reexamined its policy on the 

KOrean war and it opposed the crossing of 38th parallel by 

UN armies and branding China as an agressor. It supported 

Soviet proposal of cease-fire along 38th parallel 

in June 1951. 

The Korean War was the first international problem 
' 

which provided India a chance to play an important role 

in international arena. It was the first problem in which 

India came out with an independent policy. It often 

supported pro-West and pro-East resolutions of Security 

council and general Assembly. The pro-East policy of 

India was sympathetically viewed by Soviet Union. But in 

December 1950, when Chinese troop moved tov1ards South 

KOrea and India proposed cease-fire, it was called by 

Soviet representative as an act to ··save American troops 

from a disaster··. 20 Indeed Nehru tried to localise the 

Korean crisis and he explained India's position and view 

of the crisis to Stalin. Stalin did npt lose this 

opportunity and he promptly answered Nehru. It 1-vas a 

turning point in Soviet view of India. In fact, during 

the .Korean Crisis, the UN provided a platform where, the 

Soviet Union felt that India and other Afro-Asian countries 

20. Quoted in Zafar Imam. £E..:..£ii• p .45. 
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may play an independent role in future. Moreover, India's 

refusal to attend the San Francisco Conference in 1951 and 

its support to China's claim of Formosa further accelerated 

the process of normalisation. In 1951, India agreed for a 

barter trade with Soviet Union and received wheat in 

exchange of tea, tobacco, and raw· materials. Though Sovie~ 

leadership showed a favourable posture towards India, it 
. 

did not refrain from criticising u.s. imperialists and 

Indian government for the current food crisis. As the 

First Five Years Plan of India had very insignificant 

industrialisation programme, it is called as ··nothing more 

than the imperialist plan of I·iountbatten··. 21 

But the change of Soviet Policy towards the developing 

countries was clearly indicated in Stalin's last work, 

'E-conomic Problems of Socialism in USSR 1 1-rhere he 

propagated that economic relation and peaceful co-existence 

is possible between Capitalism and Communism. Thus the 

changed Soviet view of India began to take shape even 

during the life time of Stalin. Stalin met the new 

ambassador@ India, Mr. K.P.S.Menon and Dr.Kitchlew, 

the head of the delegation of the Indian Peace Council. 

Malenkov also reported to the 19th Party Congress of 

CPSU that an anti-imperialism resistance movement was 

growing in colonial and depemdent countries. 22 In fact, 

21. Pravada, June 21, as quoted in Safar Imam, op.cit. p.l2. 

22. G.Malenkov, Report to the Ninteenth Congress oft the work 
of the Central Committee of the CPSU(B), Moscow, 1952,p.7. 
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the public opinion in India was becoming anti-West, as 

the industrialisation ~rogramme of India in public sector 

was not financed by the West. Moreover, the Soviet 

ambassador in India, Noviko expressed Soviet Union's desire 

for trade 1-lith India. 

This new trend in Soviet foreign policy gained momentum 

after the death of Stalin in March, 1953. The new leadership 

searched out the co~nunity of interest between India and 

Soviet Union and tried to develop it. Indeed, India and the 

Soviet Union began to share dommon views regarding 

racialism, colonialism, neo-colonialisms and disarmament. 

Inspite of the differences. between them on some international 

issues, they avoided any direct clash. I~lenkov, the Soviet 

Jremier praised India in +953 and said: ··rn the efforts of 

the peace loving countries directed towards ending the 

KOrean War, India made a significant contribution. Our 

relations with India are becoming stronger and our cultural 

ties are growing. We hope that in future relations between 

I d . " th USS'R. . 11 t ••2 3 n ~a ana e w~ grows ronger •••••••••• ,~/ 
In fact, there was possibility of Pakistan joining 

US sponsored military organisation. India was against such 

an alignment and the new leadership of the Soviet Union 

tried to encourage Indian dislike of such an organisation. 

To help India in maintaining its independent policy, a five 

year trade agreement was signed, in which India was to 

23. Pravada, Aug., 9, 1953. as quoted in Zafar Imam, 
op.cit: p.l6. 
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pay in rupees. In 1954 Pakistan signed US military pact. 

This pact made both Soviet Union and India cautious as 

they had common border with Pakistan. Soviet press 

severely criticised the formation of South East Asian 

Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and praised India, 

Indonesia, Burma and Ceylone as they did not join it. 

In fact, ··India's refusal to join ,the imperialist bloc •••• 

helped to safeguard the Soviet Union, especially as India's 

stand encouraged a large number of young states not to 

support the imperaalist policy··. 24 In Indo-China 

Conference at Geneva India could not participate formally 

due to the US opposition. But the Chinese and Soviet 

representatives maintained close contact with Ki~ishna 

!1enon who led the Indian delegation. This conference 

provided them an opportunity where they could understand 

each other's policy vis-a-vis different international 

issues. Moreover, Molotov proposed India's name for the 

chairmanship of Neutral Nations Commission for the 

supervision of cease-fire in Indlb-China. Heanw"hile, the 

Soviet Union agreed to give economic aid for the establi

shment of a steel plant in India. As India was the most 

important developing country and was able to influence the 

policy of other developing countries, the Soviet Union 

avoided a direct criticism of internaldevelopments of India. 

24. E..N .Komarov. ··Historical roots and Contemporary Development 
of Soviet India Cooperation .. , S.oviet Review, Vol.12 No .14. 
(~Brch 1975) p.46-7. 

" 
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Moreover, duripg the period (1952-59) non-aligned 

policy became a movement and more and more newly indepe

ndent countries started following it. On the other hand, 

though Nehru criticised the Communist party of India, 

Warsaw Pact and Comminform, he had fully realised the 

benefits of non aligned policy. He was the leader of a 

country which was economically and industrially backward 

and had to take any decision very carefully. He invited 

Chau-en-Lai and this visit of Chinese Pfemier and the 

joint communique issued by them (Pancha Sheela) was widely 

reported in Soviet press··. There can be no doubt that the 

acceptance of these important principles by the Asi~1 as 

well as other countries would diminish the possibilities 
1\ of war, serve to lessen tentions in world community and ~ 

impDove the valuable cooperation between the countries··. 25 

Later, the Soviet Union and China decided to base their 

relations with Asian and Pacific countries on the basis of 

Pancha Sheel. The Central Committee of CPSU, on the 

anniversary of the· October Revolution declared: ··r·Tay the 

friendship and co-operation between the peoples of India 

and the Soviet Union grow and strengthen for the protection 

of peace in the world •.• 26 Thus, the positive Soviet view· of 

Indian foreign policy developed with the development of 

Sino-'Indian relations. 

25. Pravada, July 1, 1954 As quoted in Zafar Imam, op.cit.p.70. 
26. Pravada, Oct. 28, 1954, 1£1£., p~60. 
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The year 1955-56 was an important year in this regard. 

Visit and counter-visit by Indian and Soviet heads of state 

took place for· the first time in 1955. On 26 Jan. 1955 
relation between India and the 

~avada published an article saying that .. the,LSoyiet 

Union will strengthen and grow in an atmosphere of frmend

ship and cooperation··. 27 To counter U.s. pressure, a 

pro-Soviet change started in Indian foreign policy. As 

the Indian aspiration for industrialisation was n~~ 

fulfilled by west, Soviet aid at lower rates of interest ·fi 
became necessary for it. Nehru avoided any direct 

criticism of the Soviet.Union. He visited China and got 

favourable report about USSR from Tito. Due to these 

favourable steps of Indian government, Molotov announced 

in Supreme Soviet, ··rt is a fact of· great historic 

importance that colonial India is no more and there is 

an Indian Republic instead ... 28 Again he said ··rndia's 

international prestige as a new and important factor of. 

peace and friendship among nations is steadily rising ... 29 

On the other hand in historic Afro-Asian Conference of 

Bandung, Nehru held pro-~oviet and anti-West viewa. 

During these days of pro-Soviet postures of Indian 

foreign policy, Soviet Union also took calculated steps. 

Before Nehru's visit to USSR, Soviet press published 

27. Prav¢da, Jan.6, 1955, as quoted in Zafar Imam op.cit.p.62. 

28. NewT~, No.7, 1955. 
2 9. Ibid 
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articles on India's role in international affairs and it 

discovered historical ties of friendship with India. 

Nehru 1 s ""Discovery of India·· was translated in Russian. 

Thus Nehru and India were given wide coverage by Soviet 

press. But the Indian press was not so much pro-East and 

it reminded itself of Soviet criticism of Nehru and Gandhi. 

But they were ignored by the Soviet Union. The joint 

communique at the end of the visit was mainly drafted by 

Indian delegation and India's internal development and 

Nehru's hostality to Communism were totally omitted. 

Nehru 1 s visit was thus hailed ··From bbttom of their he.arts 

the Soviet people welcome the growing friendship with the 

people of India and say; long live the friendship••. 30 

At the end of the year 1955 Bulganin and Khrushchev 

visited India, Afghanistan and Burma. In India they 

hailed its policy of non-alignment and its role in interna-

tional affairs. India's claim on Kashmir and Goa was ·also 

supported. Industrialisation programme o£ Indian government 

was supported by them and Bulganin said ...... We are prepared 

to share our experience in the construction of industrial 

enterprises •..• and utilisation of the atomic power for 

peaceful purpose·· .31 He further asserted: •• •••• there is 

not a single serious problem in Asia - and not only in Asia -

that can be settled today without the participation of 

people • s Republic of China and India··. 32 Thus Soviet leaders 

30. Pravada June 7, 1955 As quoted in Zafar Imam, op.cit.p.65. 
31. Visit of Friendsh!£ to India, Burma and Afgani~, 

Moscow, Foreign Language ~ress, 1956. p.131. 

32 .. lbid.' 
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tried to influence India by highlight~ng ~ national 

interests, its aspirations for peace and by praising its 

traditions and ideology. They avoided criticism of the 

internal developments of India and showed no overt prefe

rence to Communist Party of India. 

The happenings of 1955, led to the finalization of 

Soviet attitude tow·ards India when in 1956, the 20th 

Congress of CPSU provided a theoretical framework to 

Soviet foreign policy regarding the Third World in general 

and India in particular. It proBagated the theory of different 

noads to socialism and reiterated the concept of peaceful 

coexistence. This Soviet attitude was the result of the 

internal changes in Soviet Union. With the death of Stalin, 

a policy of liberalism was followed by the new leadership. 

~oreover, the changed in~ernational conditions paved the 

way for the peaceful coexistence between capitalists and 

socialist systems. In 1955 the Soviet Union._. achieved 

the atomic parity vlith United states. This new confidence 

led her to play a global role and to establish cordial 

relations with Thi:rd \1/orld countries. Thus Soviet foreign 

policy became more flexible and conditioned by the internal 

compulsions and international changes. The new leadership 

admitted that socialism might be achieved even through 

~arliamentary system. In report to the Central Committee 
\ 

of C.PS.U .Khrushchev said that, ••the great Indian Republic 

had made a big countribution to strengthening peace in 
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Asia and the whole w·orld ... 3 3 He suggested again ••to conso

lidate untiring the bonds of friendship and cooperation 

with the Republic of India ... 34 In April_ of 1956 Soviet 

sources announced the dissoiution of Comminform. 

All these developments in Soviet outlook were favoura

ble viewed by Indian government. Vice President Dr. 

Radhakrishnan said, ••It will be unreasonable to think 

that the Soviet Union is still aiming at World domination 

by Communism through methods of viole.nce··. The same year, 

an agreement was signed between India and Soviet Union for 

the equipment of the Steel plant at Bhilai. Thus the 

Soviet foreign policy tried to adjust itself with the 

changed international conditions. 

The year 1956 is important for the international 

issues like ~he Suez Crisis and the Hungarian ·Crisis• 

During the Suez crisis India and the Soviet Union worked 

together inVNO and severly criticised Isreal, 

Britain and France. But Indian gov-ernmetn faced an acute 

problem when Hungarian Crisis began. It could not 

criticise the Soviet Union like the West. Bven in 

U.N.O. India abstained on most of the resolutions regarding 

the Hungarian Crisis. But gradually the public opinion 

of India became anti-Soviet due to its intervention in 

Hungary and prosecution of Hungarian leader Imre Nagy. 

Western powers· also influenced Nehru. Moreover
1
he himself 

33. Report of the Central Committee of the CPSU to the 20th 
QQngress, Moscow, 1958, p.31. 

34. ~· p.47. 
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did not want to be branded as a pro-Soviet leader. So he 

started criticising Soviet intervention in Hungary.35 He 

also ~aid a visit to U.S.A •. 

On the other hand Soviet Union did not allow the 

Hungarian Crisis to affect its relations with India and supp

orted India in its diplomatic initiatives in 1956 and 1957. 

It increased economic aid. to India's second Five year plan. 

On Republic day of 1957~ published an article which 

commented: ""India has became a great power now playing an 

important role in the international arena·· .36 In 1959, 

l'Then in U .N .0. proposal came for sending an UN team in 

Kashmir, Soviet delegate used his veto power in favour of 

India for the first time because Soviet government felt 

that Kashmir 1-ras one of the states of India. He declared 

that sending the U.N. force \iOuld mean a ""flagrant contra-

dition of the U.N. charter and an offence to the Kashmiri 

people··. 37 When Eisenhower Doctrine was proclaimed in 1957, 

Nehru criticised it. Nehru's stand was supported by 

Shepilov, the Foreign Ivlinister of Soviet Union. He said::--?-
-~-

""The foreign policy persued by the Republic of India ••• ~ •• 

is a striking example of a truly peaceful policy ••••• The 

~oviet Government intends to continue to develo:p all 

round friendly co-operation with the great Indian state 

. :.:-

on the basis of tie five principles of peaceful co-existence ... 38 

35. Lok Sabha Debates, pt.a, Vol.ix, No.4, Cols.373-74, 377-382. 
36. Pravada. Jan. 26, 1957 As quoted in Zafar Ima~ op.cit.p.143. 

37. ~ws_and Views from ~he Soviet Union, Sov~et Ambassy, 
N.Delhi, Feb.23, 1957. 

38. Pravg~, Feb.l3, 1957. As quoted in Zafar Imam, op.cit.p.145. 
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On the other hand, Nehru was careful to be branded as 

a pro-Soviet leader. ·:ro maintain trre balance he often 

criticised Soviet system. In 1958 ·he condemned Soviet Union 

for interfering in Yugoslaviats internal affairs. Soviet 

leadership did not like this act of Nehru and ?Jlrushchev 

told Ind·ian ambassador not to interfere in their affairs. 39 

Again, Nehru continued to condemn Communist ideology and 

Soviet society. Due to all these unfavourable developments 

Nehru v1as severely criticised by Pavel Yuden, a former 

Soviet ambassador in China, He published one article in 

q'[orld r.farxist Review' in which he made clear difference 

between Nehru as a peace - fighter and Nehru as an administrator 

and bet-v1een Sovi€6t Socialism and Socialism of Nehru. The 

internal policy of Nehl ... u Government was also criticised and 

slow development of India was compared with rapid development 

of China. But he assured Soviet help for development of 

. Indian economy. He added: ··As to the ways and methods 

which the Indian people may adopt to achieve this noble goal, 

that is a matter for the Ind.ian people alone to decide.·· 40 

It was a troublesome period for Soviet Union. Nasser, 

the President of Egypt, persecuted the communists of his 

Ol·m country and accused Soviet Union for helping them. China 

also condemned it for the liberal policy follovred in Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe. Nehnu was also forced by demestic 

39. K.P .S. r•Ienon, The Flying Troika:· Extracts from a DiaE;t, 
London, 1963, p.208. 

40. Jawaharlal Nehru and Academician Yuden on the Basic Approach. 
Communist Party Publication: New Delhi, 1958, p.4?. 
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problems to criticise Soviet Union and Communist ideology. 

Since 1955 he was follovling a pro-Soviet policy and 

almost all resolutions in UN he voted with USSR. The 

criticism of Communism was also necessiated by Communist 

victory in general election in Kerala. r~~oreover, India was 

receiving economic aid from USA. and this pro-Soviet policy 

was bound to affect this econcmic aid. He v1as also influenced 

by Tito, Yugoslav Fresident and by his version of Soviet 

Yugoslav conflict. 

This damage to Indo-Soviet relation v;as soon repaired 

in 1959 and Soviet economic aid was intensified. !·Toreover, 

Nehru had by then fully realised the differences between 

India and China regarding border policy. So, he himself 

responded favourably t~ the Soviet Union. ·In August 1959, 

when Sino-Indian border clash took place, the Soviet Union 

simply published the Indian and Chinese version of the 

incident and maintain its neutrality. In October, 1·1hen a 

serious clash took place in Ladakh, the anti - Soviet elements 

emerged within the goverTh~ent, and Soviet Union v~s worried 

due to these internal developments in India. -On 31st October. 

Khrushchev said in a meeting of Supreme Soviet, 1 i·le would 

be very happy ••••••• if the existing frontier disputes were 

settled through friendly negociations to the satisfaction 

of both parties.·· 4l He tried for the peaceful settlement 

of the conflict. But Chinese leadership became more cri ticle 

41. N.S. YJI.rushchev. i~orld Without Arms, \·Torld vlithout 'Vlal."'S 
(Hoscow, 1959)p.399. -
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of Soviet views on Sino-Indian border clashes. It refused 

Soviet Union as an 'honest broker'. 

In fact, Soviet Union favoured India, risking its relation 

w·i th China, a Socialist country. This Sino-Indian conflict 

was a challenge to Soviet Asian policy. Soviet leaders were 

not ready to risk their Asian policy which they developed 

during last decade. Due to this policy Soviet Union was 

not only benefitted, but was also able to prevent these 

countries to join Western bloc. ·On 26th Jan, 1960 Kr~ushchev 

praised Nehru and his effor~s for peaceful co-existence and 

international co-operation. A delegation, headed by 

President V9roshilov visited India and priased India's 

internal achievements. When Khrushchev visited India in 

1960, he extended his support to the industrialisation 

programme of India. Soviet aid of 1500 million Roubles 

for Third Five Year Plan was also announced. 42 J~ushehev 

persuaded Nehru for the settlemant of Sino-Indian differences. 

The joint communique after his visit declared .. As between 

India and the Soviet Union at no time have their mutual 

relations vested on a firmer basis of friendship and 

understanding than now.·· So, after his visit Helu"U un:ti ted 

Choutin-lai for settlement of border dispute. ~at their 

meeting failed. This led to the Sino-Soviet rift in 1960. 

42. Zafar Imam, Ideology •••• ~~~ p.ll9, 205, 211. 
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Khrushchev criticised Chinats policy and the rigid attitude 

of Chinese leadership. The Central Committee of the CPSU 

also criticised Chinese leadership for ••their narrow 

nationalist attitude.·· 43 The Soviet aid to China was stopped 

and on the contrary, economic and military aid to India was 

increased. Thus, during mid 1960 Indo-Soviet relations 

entered into a new phase. The Soviet suppor~ and material 

help increased the confidence of India and it decided to take 

over Goa, a portuguese colony. The liberation of Goa, 

Daman Diu was supported by the socialist countries, particularly 

the USSR and this step by government of India was considered 

as a step against colonialism.44 

In 1962 Sino-Indian border dispute led to an armed 

conflict. Though, after a few days China de~lared unilateral 

cease-fire and in December started withdrawal, it again 

helped the rightist elements in India to come in forefront• 

The non-aligned policy of India ~~s again blameq for this 

disaster. Over 900 Co1nrnunists were arrested all over India. 

The \'/est agreed to give air protection to India if she agreed 

for a compromise with Pakistan on ·xa~hmi~. But Nehru was 

again strong enough to bear these pressures. He denied to 

give up the non-aligned policy of India. Khrushchev said 

about this situation that, .. For the imperialists this ·conflict 

43. ~China News Agency, Nov. 29, 1963. 

44. Pravda, Dec. 22, 1961. As quoted in Devendra Kaushik, 
Soviet Relations-li!th India and Pakistan, Vikas Publica
tion, Delhi, 1971. p.71. 
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is a gold mine ............ this action has another profitable 

aspect for the militarist, in that it throws back the 

development of democratic principles in India and creates 

conditions for the strengthening of the positions of 

reactioL.ary forces in the country. ·.45 Though the Soviet 

Union did not play any active role during the crisis, w·i th 

the increasing Sino-Soviet differences, Soviet view towards 

India changed from neutrality to active help. Rozlov, the 

first Deputy Chairman of the USSR Council of I'<Iinisters 

criticised Chinese action by calling it 'adventuristic 

position/.46 Articles in Pravda were published criticising 

Chinese action. In 1964 report to Central Committee of 

Soviet Communist Party criticised Chinese aggression saying 

that it has ··rendered great service to imperialism •••••• ,.47 

After the Sino-Indian border dispute of 1962, India 

started receivi1~ military aid from the Soviet Union. By 

I~ay 1964 the total military aid ammounted to 13G million 

dollers. 48 Even before this dispute contracts w·ere signed 

. 'tvi th USSR for setting up a medicine facto;vy. 30 enterprises 

45. N.S. Khrushchev, .. On Sino-Indian Border Issues··, ~ 
and Views from the Soviep Union,Vol.21, no.82(Dec.l5,1962) 
p. 9. 

46. New York Times, 4 Dec., 1962. 

47. Pravda, 3 April 1964, as quoted in Harish Kapur, The 
Soviet Union and the Emerging Nations, (Hicheal Joseph 
Ltd, Geneva) 1972, p.79. 

48. New York Times (4 Aug. 1965). 
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were built with Soviet aid. Foreign turnover wihh the USSR 

increased to 6BO million rupees. All these strenghhened 

1\fel:I.ru's hands in supressing the reactionaries within the 

country. Inspite of the Soviet praise of Nehru goverrunent, 

the Communist Party of India criticised Nehru's internal 

policies in Parliamentary session of 1963. Strikes broke 

out throughout the countries. Ho1.vever to strengthen his 

position, Nehru dropped the rightists from his cabinet. 

The years 1963-64 were again the years of international 

problem Jafor India. During these years, the Colombo 

proposal was put by Ceylon, the U~~., Burma, Ghana and 

Indonesia, for the solution of Sino-Indian border conflict. 

India and China accepted it in principle and decided to 

solve the pl,Oblem thnough negotiations. In the meantime, 

Pakistan also created problems by demanding a special UN 

pession for the discussion of Kashmir issue. 'fliore over, it 

agl'eed to give up some territories to China. During all 

these international problems India got clear support from 

USSR. In Feb., 1964, when the question of Kashmir was raised 

in the UN Security Council, Soviet delegate opposed it 

and said; •· ••••••... from the legal and constitutional 

stand point Jammu and Kashmir is and continues to be Indian 

Union territory •.. 49 

X-

49. SCOR,Yr.mtg., 1091, p.9, as quoted in Bimal Erasad, 
Indo-Soviet Relations~_!947-72: A documentary study 
(Allied, Bombay, 1973 • p.271. 
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I( The period 1947-64 is an important ~ohase of Indian -. c • 

foreign policy. During this period lvehru was at the helm 

of the affairs of the nation. In international sphere, 

from the very beginning he faced Cold war tension and in 

internal matters, he faced all the problems of a newly 

independent and economically backward country. In making 

of Indian foreign policy he was influenced by different 

pressure g~oups within the country ann hi the Big Pol·ters. 

Though, he denied to join any of the camps of Super Powers 

and criticised them to maintain cbnfr®"tatio" bet-v;een them, he 

vJas often influenced by them and was compelleB. to take thei·r 

help due to the in·te:enal compulsions. 

The Soviet view of the foreign policy of India during 

this period had also a /:$'te~d~ course · ~:~es:p~ ·..; :J the 

variations of Indian inteinatio,_al behaviour and. in-'cernal 

developments. Tentatively this period can be d~vided into 

three phases. The first phase begin from 1947-51. It was 

a passive phase of Indo-Soviet relations, when both of them 

1vere busy in their inte1.~na1 problems and could not pay more 

attention to international happenings. The second phase 

started from 1952 and continued up to 1958-S~It tvas a period 

of active support to each other except a few exceptions 

like Hungarian Crisis. The lli;oviet Union paid more attention 

to India's internal developments and its external behaviour 

and helped her economically and politically to maintain 

its independent stand. The ac1JJ.te problem ~;vas faced by the 

Soviet Union during the third phase t·then 0ino-In6.ian border 

conflicts started (1959-64). China was a sociaJ.ist country 
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and India was only a friendly country. In the .beginning 

Soviet Union maintained a neutral position and tried for 

the peaceful solution of the problem. But later on, with 

its increasing differences with China, it suppor~ed India 

openly and thus avoided a risk to its Asian Policy. This 

shift in Soviet view of Indian foreign policy v~s marked 

by a number of cha!lf,es in internatio.nal and internal position 

of India and Soviet Union. '-.Nti~ also received Soviet economic 

and technological assistance at an increasing pGCe. 

I<loreover, Soviet Union backed her to play an international 

role. On the other hand Soviet Union was able to make cordon 
of the west :pa"'t't\.abl 

senitatreLineffective because many Afro-Asian countries 

followed the Indian policy o~ non-alignment. According to 

A. Stein, .. India served briefly as an intereessor for the 

communist pOvJers in the .mid-1950s. Later, v1hen the USSR, 

had estaolished more direct channels of communication t>~ith 

the \•I est, India •s support v1as valued on other grounds for 

example, as endorsing Soviet disarmament proposals and 

Soviet calls ,for Summit meetine,s. •• 50 I•1oreover1 w·ith the 

increasing Sino-Soviet rift, Soviet Union came. closer to 

India. In fact both of them were interested in cum~g 

the Chinese influence in Asia. 

50. A. Stein, India' and the Soviet Uni.Q!!.z the Nehru Era 
(Chicago, 1969), p.251. 
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Thus the above discussion in this chapter show·s the 

consistent appreciation of Indian foreign policy by the 

Soviet Union inspite of their different socio-economic 

developments and. projected policies. The Soviet Union 

supported the foreign policy of Indian goverlli~ent more than 

its any other policy. The Indologists of the USSR 

co-related the foreign policy of India with its domestic 

policy and its socio-economic development was considered 

as an integral part of world socio-economic forces. 

India was considered. as a model for the .. Third ivorld .. 

and a~ important factor in socialist and capitalist 

confrontation. 
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always careful to we stern sentiments. Indian leadership 

uttered only idealistic views and dared not to do anything 

against western interest. But during the late forties, 

Soviet Union opposed any compromise between nationalist 

and imperialist in the colonial countries. 

India aJ.so supported Soviet proposal in Tru.steeship 

Oommi ttee to vast international rights of certain trust 

territories in Security Council. All this helped in the 

gradual. ch~ of Soviet attitude. 

Malenko.v' s report to "the 19th Co-ngress of <lPSU I!len

tioned the exploitation of the Colonial. and dependent 

com1tries by the imperiaJ.ists and dete.nnined resistance 

offered by the colonial ex>untries? In fact during the 

early 1950s many colonies in ASia and Africa becallle 

independent. As those. were the days of Cold war, these 

independent countries avoided to join any of the Super 

Powers. They were in need of peace for their internal 

development. In u.N.O. they joined together and tried 

to decrease international tension. The records of General 

Assembly sbows the Afro-ASian solldari ty in voting pattern 

of u.N.O. This led the Soviet Union to reassess its policy 

towards newly independent countries. 

Due to the Western opposition India could not join 

tb.e Geneva Conference of 1954 on Indo-China problems, 

5. G. Malenkov, Report to the Nineteenth Party ConEf}ss 
on the Work of the Central. Committee of the CPSU B 
Moscow, 1952, p.7. 
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but the lndian delegation was constantly consul ted by 

Soviet and chinese deJ.•gates. Again because of Soviet 

initiatives India was eJ.ec"tsd chairman of the Neutral. 

National. Commission which was set up to supervise the 

cease-fire in Vietnam, ·Laos and Cambodia •. It signed the 

principles of Panch SheeJ. with IJeopJ.es Republic of China 

and hailed the principle of non-interference in internal. 

affairs of each other. Tb.ese principJ.es were also accepted 

by Soviet Union as they were clear indication of anti-

coJ.oniaJ.i sm. 

In 1955 Soviet documents noted : ".l.t is fact of 

great historic importance that colonial India is no more, 

there is an Indian Republic. "6 India's roJ.e in Bandung 
~· 

Conference was appreciated by Soviet Union because Indian 

Prime-Minister held the view that the problem of East 

European Countries were not of colonialism. This conference 

upheld the principles of liquidation of imperialism and 

colonialism in all its manifestations. In the final communique 

a a.ecJ.aration on Prob~ems of Dependent .Peoples was included. 

This was praised by Soviet J:'ress as a contribution to peace 
- 7 

in Asia and the World. In 1955 when Khrushchev and Bulganin 

visited India, they extended their support to India in its 

struggle against colonialism. nwe are the sincerest friends 

6. New Times, no.7, 1955, Supplement, p.13. 

7. E. Zhukov, uThe Bandung Q)nference", International. 
.Affairs, May 1955, pp.18-32. ., 
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of those who fight against co~onia~ s~avery and co~onia.J. 

dependence, n
8 he said. 

In XV Session of Genera~ Assemb~y, the 43 out of 46 

Afro-Asian countries, in~uding India, tab~ed a draft 

resol.ution for the WlCOndi t:i.onal. end of col.onialism in 

its al.l manifestations. The Soviet Union supported this 

reso~ution, but tried to attach some time limit provisions 

or a machinery to supervise the liquidation of colonialism. 

But this was not accepted. In July 1958 Khrushchev sent a 

message to Nehru regarding the west Asian crisis and said : 

"We cannot and must not let the forces of aggression and 

the forces of war like colonial.ism imperil. international 

peace and security. n9 .Again, India's initiative in U.N. 

regarding South Africa was given support by Soviet Union. 

Khrushchev spoke in the General Assembly in 1960, "the 

liberation of mations and peoples under colonial domination 

leads to an improvement in international relations, an 

increase in internationa~ cooperation and the reinforcement 

of wor~d peace." 10 Thus the Soviet ~eaders linked the problems 
~ 

of peace and internatioilal cooperation with the necessity 

to liquidate col.onialism. 

a. 

9. 

10. 

Reports by N. A~ Bulganin and N. s. Khrushchev on visit to 
India, Burma and Afghanistan to the Supreme Soviet of 
~. U55, p.3a. · 
Bimal. Prasad, Indo-So~t Rel.ati~s,_1947-72, A Docu
mentar~ studz (Al.lied : Bombay,~ p.173. 

H. Hanak, Soviet Forei€a.,.Policy Since the Daath of 
Stalin, (London and Boston, 1972~, p.293. 
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In the joint Indo-Soviet statement of September 1961, 

Khrushchev supported the desire of Indian people for the 

liberation of Portugese colonies, Goa, Daman and Diu. 

Khrushchev said that colonialism in aU its forms and 

manifestation be condemned. According to a resolution of 

1960, the West agreed to cooperate With the Special Committee 

headed by India t.o put an end to colonialism in Africa but 

in practice they did not cooperate. This -..,'as criticised by 

Soviet Union and in 1961 it dzew the attention of General 

Assembl.y for final and 1.mcondi tional end of Col.onialism. In 

Oct. 1962 Pravda's Editorial commented : "The Soviet people 

set great stire by Sovereign India's contribution to the 

fight ••• against colonialism ••• n11 

The Soviet view regarding col.onialism was through out 

the period anti-West. It was a process due to which West 

was bound ·to be economically weak. In U.N. also its position 

might be J;>ol.iticaJ.J.y weaker. On the_other hand, most of 

the newly emerging countries were bound to be neutral. or pro

Soviet bloc due to their. past colonial experiences. Thus 

the emergence of the Third World countries in international 

forum decreased the international tension and stopped 

the ~~ of Cold War to armed struggle as they tried 

to solve international problems peacefull.y within and outside 

UNO. 

11. The Current Digest of Soviet Press, vol. XIV 
No.43, Nov. 21, 1962, p.17. 
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Rft.cialism 

Indian policy regarding racial discrimination in South 

Africa was also supported and encouraged by tbe Soviet Union 

before its independence in Aug. 1947. In september 1946 in 

the U.N. General Assembly India tabled the question of 

discriminatory treatment o:r· South-African ~verrment to the 

peoples of Indian origin. Britain and u.s. A. opposed the 

resolution on the ground of • internal jurisdiction'. But 

Vyshinsky, the Soviet delegate said : "The Indian delegation 
., 

has every reason to draw the general assemb~y' s attention to 

this question • • • The pro bJ.em is definitely wi thi.n the scope 

of the u.N." 12 

The problem of racialism was one of the most important 

question of East-West relations. Though Indo-Soviet views 

regarding raciallsm were identical in 1946 and early 1947, 

With the increasing Cold war condi tiona they differed on tbi.s 

pro bJ.em and during early 1950s Soviet Union did not give any 

active su.pport to it. In 1949, when Prime l\1inister Nehru 

Visited u.s. A. he condemned the poJ.i cy of racial discrimina

tion.. The question of racial discrimination in South 

Africa came to U.N. every year from 1946 to 1964. During 

1950s and early sixties 1his was not only supported by Atro

Asian groups but also by Soviet bloc. The governnent of 

12. GAOR, Session 2, Ist c•ttee., 110th and 112th 
Meetings, pp. 460-62 and 479-82. 
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South Africa recalled its delegation from the General 

.Assembly in 1955,. and re:fUsed to negotiate With India and 

Pakistan regarding the problem. In Indo-Soviet joint 

statement in September 1961, Khrushchev and Nehru criticised 

the racial discriminatory policy of government of South 

Africa. This policy was also violating the 1 human right' 

and 'fundamental liberties'-. 

In 1962, when Indian and Afro-Asian countries submitted · 

a draft resolution in security Council to impose an embargo 

on South African government, it was supported by Soviet 

Union but opposed by United Kingdom, France and U.I..A. 

Like India, Soviet Union also believed that no action couJ.d 

be taken successfu.lly against South African govemment til.l. 

the West Would help it. 

The Indian delegate introduced a resolution expressing 

General Assembly's 'regret• over the failure to implement its 

earlier Besolution but the South African governnent, the U.K. 

and U.S.A. opposed it. Soviet delegate .supported Indian 

proposal and opposed the view that the question be settled 

through bilateral negotiations between the parties concerned. 

The policy of racial discrimination ~s again and again 
12a 

raised in U.N. and supported by Soviet Union because, on 

the one hand, it was to encourage anti-West feelings of Atro-
' 

Asian countries and on the other, it was to create a pro-

Soviet atmosphere in .international arena. 

12a. See"f''i. details, D.N. Sharma, Afro-,N:)ian Group in the U.N. 
Allahabad, 1969. 
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Disarmaxne nt 

The Soviet Union minutely observed the sen tim en ts of 

the developing countries and from the early 1950s, it 

supported the disarmament issu.e proposed by non-aligned 

countries ·in general and India in particul.ar. It was a 

verbal support '00 this issue. In fact, Soviet Union was 

sure o:r Western reaction and bilateral disarmament was 

nei tb.er logical nor desired. 

Soviet Union proposed the inclusion of India in its 

talks with Big Powers on disarmament. In 1954, at Geneva 

Conference on Indo-China, Molotov consul ted Krishna Menon 

on different issues, as Indian delegation CX>U.l.d not attend 

it formally due to Western opposi ti.on. India became the 

Chairman of the three Control. Commi tt~es set up to supervise 

cease fire in Vietnam, Laos, oa.mb::>dia. In 1955, when the 

international Scientific Tecbnical Conference was .b.eld at 

Geneva for the peaceful use of atomic energy under the 

Chairmanship of India Bul.ganin sent his message 1> 1 t and 

wished its success. 

According to the Communique signed in JJelbi in 1955, 

by Bulganin, Khrushchev and Nehru. Soviet and Indian govemment 

condemned the arms competi ti.on. They supportea. unconditional. 

prohibition of these weapons. In May 1955 the Soviet Union 

proposed the reduction of conventional armaments and ban on 

atomic weapons. This proposal was supported by India. The 
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joint Indo-Soviet statement of 23rd June 1955 declared "To 

implement such d1 sarmamen t and p m hi bi tion in this a>nnec tion, 

the zecent Soviet pmposal. on disarmament were aknowledged 

as a substantial contribution to peace." 13 
"' 

Bulganin said in Indian Parliament on 21st Nov. 1955 

"The Soviet Onion knoWs and whole-heartedly approves the 

stand taken by the Indian government on the question of 

probibi ting atomic and hydmgen weapons and reducing con

ventional armaments, with a view to utilising for peaceful 

purposes the immense resources now absorbed by the arms 

drive," 14 and, nThe Soviet Union has always stood for 

disarmament and complete prohibition of atomic and hydrogen 

weapons.n15 Again the Indo-Soviet joint statement of 13th 

Dec. 1955 held the view that "'n order to establish world 

peace and to eliminate condi tiona leading to the inconceivable 

disaster of another World War, there is no oourse open but 

that of disarmament. 16 The U"SSR Supreme Soviet passed a 

resolution on the results of 1he visit of Bulganin and Khrus~hev 

and revealed ihe identity of the views regarding disarmament.17 

In May 1956 Soviet Union proposed a summit conference on 

disarmament and included India with the • Big Four• {USSR, USA, 

Britain, and France). Bu~ganin wrote a letter to Nehru stating 

13. {'Nreigp. PoJ.:i.C:£ of India; 'texts of Documents 1947-29 
New Delhi, 1959, 2nd edn.,) p.186 •. 

14. BU\ganin and. Khrushchev, op.- c1 t., p. 28. 

15. ~- p.29 
16. I..!?i!!· p.303 

17. ~- p.326 
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the rol.e pl.ayed by India and Nehru in strengthening worl.d 

peace. In November 1956, a statement was issued' by Soviet 

government on Disarmament and Reduction of International. 

Tension, where it proposed for the zeduction of standing 

armies by Big Powers, prohibition of the production of 

nuclear weapons and destruction of their existing stocks. 

The Soviet Union proposed India's name for 5-power 

Disarmament Commission meeting in London. But again, western 

powers opposed it. Nehru appealed to USA and USSR to stop 

the nuclear test and arms race in 1957. By the December, 

Bulganin informed Nehru of his readiness to stop nuclear 

tests, but, as the West was not agreed to it, he was hel.pless. 

In 1956, when the west Asian crisis started due to the western 

t'lntFr~ in Jordon and Lebanon, Soviet Union again proposed 
'---· ~~ . _) 

a Conference of Big Fours and India - But due to Western 

opposition it did not come off. On the other hand, in 1958 

Bulganin wrote letters to Nehru. and Nasser and proposed for 

a conference of nonaligned nations for the consideration of 

the decision of install.ation of rockets With atomic weapons 

by NATO council. in Eu.rope~8 . He praised ef'forts, of Nehru 

regarding disal;'mament. But this oonference did not take pl.ace. 

In 1958, Soviet Union announced the unil.ateral cessation 

of nuclear test and appeal to USA and lK to do the same. 

This was mainl.y done to get the support of 1:be deveJ.oping 

countries. Moreover, it ala:> proved me Soviet confidence 

18; J ·A· -Nai.K:, Soviet PolicY •.rowards India, Vikas Pub.ti.ca
'tions: Delhi, 19'/0, p.107. 
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and development of armaments. But when the w~stern powers 

did nOt heed to Soviet appeal.,' ·1 t :resumed the nucl.ear8 

in 1961. 

The Disarmament Committees were appointed by General 

Assembly in 1959 and 1960, but they failed. The XIV session 

of the UN General Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution 

for general and complete disarmament. So, Khrushchev said 

in Indian Parliament : "• •• let me assure. you that Soviet 

Union will do everything in its power to ensure that the talks 

result in working out and signing a treaty on general and 

complete disarmament. "l9 He said that during the last four 

years the unilateral reductions of Soviet armed force$ 

totalled 2,140,000 men. On 30th June 1960 when Indian President 

Rajendra Prasad visited USSR President Brezhenev of Soviet Union 

said, n We noted with admiration the recent efforts of your 

government to stabilise and strengthen peace ••• your initiative 

in the ~ause of disarmament of state. n20 In 1961 due to u.s • 
. .., 

and USSR efforts, the Eighteen Nation DLsarmament Committee 

was formed and India was also included in it along with some other 

neutral nations. The conference held at Geneva at the Pbreign 

IJJ:inisters level, where the Soviet Union proposed for complete 

disarmament and west proposed l:'or limited disarmament. To 

break this deadlock, the eight neutral countries of the 

Committee put some new proposals which Soviet Union agreed to 

19. Foreign, Affairs Re~, vo.L. vi., no. 2, Feb. 1960. 

20. £!oreign Affairs .Record, vo.L.VI, no.6, Jtme 1960. 
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consider but western powers.rejected, and us started open 

air nuclear tests. The Prime Minister of India Nehru 

requested u.s. to stop it till the conference was on, but 

this request was given no importance. Soviet Union resumed 

nuclear test in 1961 at the time when the non-aligned 

nations were meeting in Belgrade. This was again not liked 

by Nehru and just after the meeting in Belgraie he went to 

Moscow, where he careful~y expressed that resumption of 

atomic testing had "aggravated international tensions". 21 

-
But Khrushchev did not want to restrain his relations with 

India and he simply ignored this by explaining ~way the 

futility of unilateral disarmament and stoppage of nuclear 

explosion. 

Due to the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Oommi ttee a 

partial Test Ban Treat,y was signed in Aug. 1963. According 

to this treaty prohibition of testing nuclear ~eapons in 

atmosphere, in outer space and under water was accepted by 

USSR, USA and Bri ta.in. India was the first non-nuclear 

power to be inVited to sign the treaty. After the conclusion 

of the treaty Khrushchev said: "The reaching of agreement 

on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests shows that 

international problems can be successfully resolved on 

mutually acceptable tenns given the desire and efforts of 

the states concerned. n22 India, however, did not sign:· . the · 

21. A. Stein, op. cit. p.135. 

22. H. Hanak, op. cit. p.94. 
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NPT, but Soviet response to India's action was at a low 

key. 

Disarmament was an internationa~ issue after the 

Second Wor~d war. From the very begi.nning of its indepen

dent eXistence, India supported tota~ disarmament. But 

the Soviet stand on this issue was different during ~ate 

forties and ear~y fifties. After the Second Wor~d war 

Soviet Union tried to break the US nuc~ear monopoly. It 

supported Disarmament issue on~y when it ~_nuc~ear 
parity with us. During the ~ate ·fifties it attended the 

~eve~, when it daral to declare unilater~ cessation of 

nuc~ear tests. Thus, due to its disarmament policy; S oviet 

Union pb and India emphasized their community of interests. 

Western Mi~tary B~ocs 

Indo=Soviet views regarding the Western military blocs 

were ~so identical. Soviet Union and India, both criticised 

these blocs :from the very beginning of their existence, as 

these were to encircle them. India's neighbour, .Pakistan 
.... 

became the member of SEATO and CEN'lO and fuus both sides 

of non-ali.gned India became the base of western military powers. 

on the other hand, almost all the neighDouring countries of 

Soviet Union became the members of either NATO or CENTO or 

SEATO. This identity of Views led India and Soviet Union to 

cooperate against the West within the UN and outside it. .All 

most all the Indo-Soviet joint statements referred to these 

mi~i tary blocs. According to Indian opinion, US help 1x> 
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Pakistan led her ~ foll.ow a vigorous foreign policy. Pandi t 

Nehru pointed out that these military organisations did 

not at all help to maintain peace, rather, due to these 

organisations, the relations between the different states 

were strained and the international tensions increased 

which finally led to War. Soviet Union supported this 

view of India. In 1955 Bulga.nin said in Indian Parliament 

that Soviet Union 1 favours the liquidation of the blocs 
I 

already formed. • It "proposed the establishment of a 
-

system of collective security in ]llrope • " But this was 

opposed by the west. 23 .Again joint Indo-Soviet statement 

of 13 Dec. 1955 declared that India and USSR "agreed that the 
~ 

method of ensuring peace and security was not by the forma-

tion of military alliances ••• • such alliances widened 

the :!ron tiers of the Cold War. n24 
~ 

The USSR blamed the SEATO countries for the deteriora-

ting condi tiona in Kashmir in 1957, as they encouraged Pakistan. 

It praised, encouraged and (!13.ve material help to the non

aligned na tiona to prevent them from joining the western 

blocs. In 1961 when liberation of Goa by Indian army was 

opposed by the West, Soviet delegate in the UN Security 

Council said : ..... United States and the United Kingdom 

are supporting their .NA'm ally, Portugal, a colonial power ••• 

23. BuJ.ga.riiri and Khrushchev, op. cit., p.31. 

24. Xbid. p.304. 
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against the colonial people. n25 Thus the Soviet leaders 

emphasised again and again the liquidation of the Cold 

war and the aboli ti:on of military blocs. 

On the other hand, Nehru did not refrain n-om cri ti

cising Warsaw Treaty, signed by USSR and the East-European 

countries. By criticising warsaw Pact he tried to maintain 

balance between E&.st and West and to prove that be was not 

the camp follower of Soviet Union. He aJ.so criticised 

Cominform and its interference in internal affairs of the 

other countries. In 1954 he told in Parliament that 

activities of this o rganisat:i.on caused disturbance in 

ri t . 26 va ous coun rJ.e s. 

In 1955 in Indian Parliament Bulganin tried to clear 

the Soviet view regarding Warsaw Pact and its need in 

international relations. He said, as the West European 

countries joined NATO they were also compelled to form a 

defensive alliance. "The conclusion of the Warsaw Treaty 

was an enforced act, necessitated by the attitude of the 

western Powers and WSR was ready "to renounce it as soon 

asn27 the west would give up NATO 'and other offensive 

organisations. 

In 1956 the dissolution of Cominform was declared to 

meet the needs of Soviet foreign policy in changed international 

25. SOOR, Yr.16, mtg.988,- pp. 25-26, as quoted in Bimal Prasad, 
op. cit. p. 233. 

26. M.s. Raj an, India in World Affair§., 1954-56, Bombay, 
1964, p.31. - . 

27. Bulganin and KhrushChev, op. cit. p.32. 
• - -I 
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situation. Tbi.s act of Soviet government was favoured by 

Indian government and was accepted as a positive change 

within the Communist World. 

---~---------- X ---------------

Besides these international issues of colonialism, 

racialism and disarmament, Soviet Union praised and 

cooperated India on other world issues concerning interna

tional peace, as Korean crisis, Suez Crisis, Lebanese crisis. 

Korean War 

Korean crisis is the first international problem where . 
India played an important role. During early phase of Korean 

problem India collaborated with West. On US initiative India 

became the first Chairman of the UN Temporary Mission on Korea 

in 1947. It refused to recognise North Korea and agreed to 

hold a separate election in South Korea. In 1950 India voted 

in favour of u.s. resolution supporting a police action 

against North Korea. As it could not contribute mill tarily, 

it sent a medical mission there. All 1his l.ed Soviet Union 

to cri. tici se India. But, gradually a ch~ge was marked in 

Indian policy. B:nergence of socialist Cbina,- nearer to its 

border affect the Indian forei€11 policy to some extent. Nehru 

tried to localise the war and when he sent a message regarding 

peace proposals to Soviet Premier Stalin, he favourably and 

personally communicated. to Nehru and tbis was published in 

'Pravda' ana· 'New Times.' He wished Nehru's success to bis 
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efforts. 28 Nehru himself was impressed &nd encouraged. 

India opposed the crossing of 38th parallel by U.N. armies 

in 0 cto ber 1950. u.s. resolution declaring Commurti.st 

China as an -aggressor was also opposed by India. These 

activities of Indian delegation at UNO were not over looked 

, by Soviet Union. But, at the end of 1950 when it opposed 

the crossing of 38th parallel by North Korean armies Soviet 

Union condemned her saying it an attempt to 'save .American 

troops'. 

In 1952 the problem of prisoners of war canein UN, 

India proposed a compromise resolution in the U.N. General 

Assembly and demanded again and again China• s representation 

in it. But, it failed in its ef:t·orts due to Western pressure. 

Soviet Union criticised the resol.ution as it was "designated 
' 29 not to put an end to 'the war but to perpetuate it." Bu.t, 

.. 
the India• s effort for peaceful sol.ution of the problem and 

its moral courage to follow an independent path was recognised 

by Soviet Union, "In the efforts of the countries directed 

towards ending the Korean war, India made a significant 

contribution. n30 Soviet Union proposed India's name for the 
' 

Conference on Korea, but, due to western opposition it was 

dropped. Later on, she was sel.ected Chairman of Neutral 

Nations Repatriation Commission and s.olved the problem 

28. Kessings contemporary Archives, vol.VIII, 1950-52, 
p. 10847. 

29. K .P. Karunakaran, India in World A:ffairs, Feb, 1950-
oct. 1958, Calcutta : Oxford University Press, 1958, p.119. 

30. Pravda, Aug. 9, 1953, AS quoted in Dr. Za:far Imam, 
op, cit. p.16. 
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successfully. In fact, the Korean crisis set in motion a 

turn in Soviet policy towards greater involvement and 

util.isation of the world organ:Lsation and to propagate 1 ts 

views regarding internatJ..onal probi.ems. This international 

crisis also helped Soviet leadership to view India and develop-

ing countries from a different angle. 

Suez Crisis 

ttThe Suez Crisis revealed the common approach of 
~ 

India and Soviet Union towards predatory charac-rer of western 

colonialism. n31 Both of them promptly reacted to this 
' 

international crisis which took place due to 1he armed 

offensive of Britain, France and Israel against Egypt 

in 1956. In the London Conference on Suez. canal, Indian 

delegation proposed some suggestions according to which 

Suez canal was to be inseparable part of Egypt and its 

sovereign rights were to be recognised. Soviet Union suppor

ted this proposal and Shepilov, the Soviet Foreign Minister 

declared it as "a plan for a just and peaceful settlement 
. 32 

of the suez Problem." Soviet Uzii.on warned Britain and 

France of its determination to 11 cru.sh aggression and reestablish 

peace in west Asia. u33 The Soviet Union's draft resolutions 
,_ 

regarding the cease-fire and withdrawal of Israeli forces 

were vetoed by Britain and France. This naked invasion of 

31. Devendra Kausbik, Soviet Relations with India and 
Pakistan, Vikas Publication, 1971, p. 62. 

32. New Times, No.36, Supplement 1956, pp.36r37. 

33. Hindu, November 6, 1956. 
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imperialist country on an independent Egypt made Indian 

government anxious. I\fehru said : "in all my experience of 

:foreign affairs I have come across no greater case of naked 

aggression than what France and England are trying to do. n34 

Prime Minister Nehru demanded that the proceedures of the 

UN should be made swifter than the p :ro cedure of invasion and 

aggression. He also appealed to the leaders of Britain and 

France for the peaceful solution of the proolem. When the 

western powers launched the economic boycott on Egypt India 

gave her a loan of Rs.50 million. On j .November 1956 India 

tabled a resolution on behalf of 19 Afro-Asian countries to 

request secretary General to report the resiu ts of talks within 

12 hours. Soviet Union helped Indian moves but the situation 

:improved only when Soviet Union gave a threat to intervene. 

Lebanese Question 

The Lebanese question came to UN because the u.s. and 

British armies intervened in Lebanon and J-ordan on the pretext 

of helping those governments but their ultimate aim was to 

invade Ir~q, where the pro-West government was overthrown. 

During this crisis again, India took an anti-West posture, 

but its efforts 1r1ere less intensive than the suez Crisis of 

1956. It was perhaps due to the prominence of right wing 

in the government. Except this India was in need of the western 

aid and this did not allow her to criticise vlest. 

34. Supplement "War in Egypt" in Hindu, Nov. 2, 1956. 
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According to the resolution of security Council, 'an 

UN observation Group in Lebanon' was formed mnsisting of 

Equador, India and Norway. The Soviet Union appealed in UN 

again and again to strengthen UNOGIL because the findings 

of UNOGIL were against the west and particularly against us. 
India appealed to President Eisenhower and Prime Minister 

Macmillan for the withdrawal of their troops. Nehru said in 

Indian Parliament, "We do not accept that foreign troops 
' 

should be used in any terri tory (in west J.sia) in the circum-

stances prevailing there. tt
35 On the other hand, in July 1958 

~ 

Soviet Union proposed for a meeting of the heads of the 

governments of UK, France, USA, USSR, and India together with 

secretary General, Khrushchev wrote to Nehru, "we in Soviet 

Union know India as one of the leading states, a country 
I 

whose voice is heeded not only iri. Asia,· but throughout the 

world. t.3 6 

The West did not accept the nama of India. People • s 
-

Republic of China also opposed the inclusion of India in the 

Conference. Moreover, Indian government was also not very 

keen to join it. Thus the conference did not take place. 

This crisis ended when an Arab Nations• resolution of Aug.21 

was accepted by USA and UK and they agreed its withdrawal of 

, the troops. 

-------------------------35. 

36. 

.Lok Sabha Debates, Pt.2, vol.18, no.4 {Aug.14, 1958), 
eo1. e65. 

New Times, no.30, Supplement, 1958. 
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Though India and Soviet Union both demanded ~ thdrawal 

of foreign troops from Lebanon and Jordan, their lo gi.c behind 

the demand differed. To USSR it was a chance to propagate 

anti-West feelings and thei;r imperialist motives. This crisis 

was also to generate a pro-Soviet feeling among the developing 

countries, which was to some extent damaged by Hungarian 

C:d.sis. On the other hand, India was interested in localising 

the crisis in avoiding any direct confrontation of USA and USSR. 

---------- X ----------- X ----------

India's attitude to China 

India's early attitude to China greatly enamoured 

the Soviet Union. The representation of Communist China in 

international forum was the problem on which the Soviet and 

Indian policies were identical, whereas, it was~one 

of the important factors of discord between India and u.s. 
In 1950 the Indian delegate tabled a resolution in General 

Assembly for the representation of People• s Republic of 

China. This issue '\ias warmly supported by 'the Soviet delegate 

Vyshinsky. 

---------- X ---------- X -----~----
Now we take up some speci:ric issues of bilateral 

f4 
relations were India's interests were directly invo~veC1 such 

as Kashmir, Goa, Sino-Indian border dispute and aid and trade. 

Kashmir 

Indo-Pak conflict started as early as in 1947, When 

Pakistani tanks invaded Kashmir. Du.ring the early phase of 
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the crisis, the Soviet Union did not participate in UN 

debates. It believed that the British and other Western 

powers were engaged in it to turn that area as their base 

against USSR and People's Republic of China. In 1952, for 

the first time Soviet delegate spoke of Kashmir in UN 

Security Council. Again he blamed Anglo~!merican bloc for 

continuing this problem. It opposed the ·\vestern resolution 

for introduction of foreign troops in Kasl'mlir md thus supported. 

Indian cause. 

But gradually tl::e Soviet neutraltl:y regarding this 

problem ended. Firstly, because this problem was created 

just near the border of Soviet Union. secondly, there was 

possibility of Pakistan joining_ the western security organi

sation and as India was against any mill tary pact it must .be 

helped to maintain its anti-West posture. Tbirdl.y, the 

Soviet view of the. devel.oping countries had gradually undergone 

a change. Soviet Union decided to help them economically, 

poll tically and mill tarily to maintain their non-aligned 

policy. 

The Soviet attitude· to ihe Kashmir problem was quite 

different than the West. It aJ.ways emphasised on the bilateral 

solution of the problem. In 1953 Soviet Union supported the 

bilateral talks between India and Pakistani Prime Ministers. 

In 1955 Khrushchev and Bul.ganin visited India. They 

went to Kashmir and when they returned back to Soviet Union, 
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in Supreme Soviet they declared : "We saw in Kashmir that 

its people regard their terri tory as an inalienable part of 

the Republic of India. 37 In UN Security Council a resolution 

was tabled by US, UK, Austria, Colombia, and Cuba to hold a 

plebiciSte under UN auspices, but Soviet Union opposed it 
"-

saying that Kashmir was 11an inalienable part of Republic of 

India. "38 When in 1957 a resolution was tabled by western . 

initiative to use UN force to hold plebici te, the Soviet Union 

used its veto power for the :first time in favour of India. 

Soviet delegate said : "The dispatch of United Nations :force 

to permit the holding of ple bi cite in Kashmir would be 

contrary to the Charter and would be insulting to ihe national 

pride of the people of Kashmir, n39 as the people of Kashmir 
~ 

had settled the question themselves and considered Kashmir 

as an integral part of India. 

In 1962 Kashmir issue was again raised in UN Security 

Council due to the Pakistan• s complaint against India's prepal9.

tions to recapture the Kashmir terri tory under Pakistan • 

.PJJ. Irish resolution supported by West was introduced and a 

plebici t.2..was proposed. This resolution was agai.n vetoed by 

Soviet Union. In. fact, Indian government was embarrassed due to 

------·-------------------37. N.A • Bulganin and N.s. Khrushchev, op. cit. p.40. 

38. bf/OIJ£ 1! N ~'8!"l!!"'tef R O,Uicial Records of the 
Securi Council of the UN Jan.-I>iarch 1957; lbciument 
S 37'/9 New York, 1958). 

39. I bid. p. 32. 
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unhesitant support of USSR, Nehru felt that India was 

becoming :independent on Soviet Union for its vi taJ. national 
'-" 

interests as territorial. integrity and stability. 

In October-November of 1962 India received mill tary 

help from West and agreed to bilateral talks with Pakistan. 

But this effort could not solve the problem and Nehru decided 

to end the special status of Kashmir. 

Soviet support to India's stand on Kashmi.r issue is a 
-

land-mark in Indo-Soviet relations. It made India strong 

enough to bear the western pressure and maintain independent 

policy regarding the issue. In 1964 the issue was again 

raised in the security Council but the international 

conditions changed. The Super Powers became less interested 

in Kashmir issue. As Pakistan was not to get passed its 

resolution, so the debate was adjourned. 

Sino-Indian border dispute 

India's relations with Chinese People's Republic were 

strained in 1950, when Tibet was incorporated with China. 

But in 1954, the two governments signed the Five Principles 

of Panchsheel and normalised their relations. The Indian 

ambassador to China, K.I;I. Panikkar, played an important role 

in no mali sing India's relations with China. In 1959, a minor 

border clash took place and restrained this relations again. 

Regarding this conflict, lgviet Union maintained a neutral 

position ~d did not support a faternal country for the 
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f'irst time. It b~amed the anti-peace group and hoped that 

pro b.lem wou~d be solved by friendly negotiations. The 

soviet Union followed this neutra~ attitude because, they 

differed on some world issues after the 20th Congress of CPSU 

and Soviet Union was not sure of future Chinese collaboration 

in internationa.J. arena. Moreover, Soviet Ob.ion had established 

cordial relations with the developing countries and an open 

support to People's Republic of China might affect its 

relations with the developing countries. So it persuaded 

both the countries for a peaceful. settlement. But the 

Soviet efforts :failed, because on 20th 0 ct. 1962, a major 

Sino-Indian border dispute broke out. During this border 

dispute again, in the beginning Soviet Union maintained 

neutrality and on~y puolished the Indian and Chinese version 

of the a.ispute without any comment. 

In the meantime China proposed the position o:f 24th Oct. 

as a cease-fire line.On 25th 0 ct. 1962, Pravda published an 

editorial and urged India to accept the Chinese proposal of 

24th Oct. as a cease fire line. 40 But it was unacceptab~e 
to India. In fact, this crisis puzzled USSR. It was a time 

when Soviet Union was in need of Chinese support for its 

missile-launching programme in Cuba. Therefore, any direct 

support to India was to harm the socialist coalition. Except 

this, the Cuban Crisis diverted Soviet attention from Asia. 

40. Pravda, Oct.25, 1962, as quoted in A. Stein, India and 
the Soviet Union, {Chicago, 1969), p.152. 
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On 30th Oct. Zorin, the Soviet delegate in the tm, 

again backed Chinese proposal of 24th 0 ct. Krhmshchev also 

wrote a personal letter to Nehru in this respect. But N~bru 

did not reply to it. On the other hand, China was ~lso not 

happy with the Soviet stand on the crisis,· It cri ti·cised 

USSR for helping the • reactionary' govt. of India. The 

soviet removal of missiles from CUba was aJ.so criticised. 

But Soviet Deputy Premier A. Kosygin ·said in Nov. 1962, "there 

are no basic contradictions between India and China that could 

not be solved in round-table talks. u41 On Nov. 5th, Pravda 
-

again published an edi "OOrial for a peaceful negotiated 

settlement between India and China. 

In 1963, the Sino-Soviet rift became more grave,. Their 

views regarding 'Third world' vis-a-vis-West and the role of 

Communism in tbis changed international conditions differed. 

Gradually Soviet Union clearly came out in support of India. 

Pravda criticised China for its aggression against India and 

failure of peaceful settlement of dispute ~2 Khrushchev said 

that the conflict "had the most negative consequences :for the 

cause of peace, inflicted great harm "00 the Uni. ty of the anti

imperialist front in A.sia, and placed the progressive forces 

in India in an extremely difficu.J.t position. n43 Soviet Union 

41. Times .(London) Nov. 7, 1962. 

42. Pravo.a, 10, 13 Aug. 1963, as quoted in Harish Kapur, 
,!he Soviet Union and Emerging Nations, (Geneva, 1972) 
p. 7. 

43. "Statement of the Soviet Government", Sept.21, 1963, 
reprinted in Current Soviet Documents, vol.I, no. 28, 

t.'(, 1963), pp.29-30. . 
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also speeded up its a.i.d to India's coal, oil and power 

industries. It helped India to build factories to manufacture 

MIG fighters. The mill tacy aid taken by India from Britain 

and USA was also not criticised by Soviet Union. 

Goa -
nThe Indian people rightly demand that such an 

intolerable situation be ended, that Goa be ll berated. n44 

"Goa will free itself from :t"oreign rule and will 

become an integral part of the Republic of India. n45 

On 27th Nov. 1955, Bulga.nin said : "there is no justi

fication for the Portugese colony of Goa to exist still 

on the ancient soil of India. It is a shame on civilised 

people • n46 

These were the views of Soviet leadership expressed on 

different occasions before the liberation of Goa. In 1961 

the Goa, Daman and Dieu were liberated with the help of 

Indian Army. During the liberation og Goa, Brezhnev, the 

President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, l'tas in 

Bomba y and he supported Indian action. He said that the 

Indian people had got the opportunity to distinguish between 

their true friends, eupporters of the national liberation of 

the peoples and those who covered up their real design with 

44. Report by N.A. Bulganin ~d Khrushchev, op. cit., p.15. 

45. ~., p.73. 
46. ~es of India, Nov. 28, 1955 .. 
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mere talk of friendship. 47 Khrushchev also supported the 

liberation of Goaf1 He said : "The determined action of the 

government of India in liquidating the colonial pockets in 

its terri tory is a completely lawful and rightful act. n43 

When this issue was brought to the UN Security Council against 

India by Western Powers, Soviet Union soon vetoed the resolu

tion. The Soviet delegate in the Ul~ Zorin said that his veto 

expressed ••• "the will to defend colonial coWl tries and 

peoples and their right to life, freedom, and independence. n49 

Trade and J\id 

BuJ.ganin said : "Of great importance for the continued 

consolidation of our relations with India are the economic 

links between the two oountries. n50 

Soviet proposals for trade were "made with both eyes 

towards propaganda and political debate rather than toward 

their economic utility and feasibility. 1151 Indeed closer 
' 

economic ties with India were necessary 1n maintain its non-

aligned posture. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

§1. 

Pravda,- Dec. 25, 1961 as quoted in E.N. Komarov, op. cit. 
p.84. 

~
.1, 

Pravda, 22 l)ec. 1961, AJ3 quoted in J.A. Naik in Soviet 
Polley Towards India Vikas : Delhi, 1970), p.125. 

U.N. SCOR, 16th Sess : 987th mtg.(Dac. 18, 1961) pp.21-26. 

Reports by N.A. Bulganin and n.s. Khrushchev, op. cit. 
p.13 •. 

A. z. Robinste~n, ~ SoViets in International Organiza
tion : ChangJ..ng Polley towards developing countries, 
1953-6~, Princeton, 1964, p. 22. 
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After the great 0 ctober Revolution, .Lenin said that 

Soviet Union would help the peopl.e s who had li berated 

themselves !"rom the ctomination of imperialists and helpt 

them to pass" to the use of machinery to 1he lightening of la-

- 52 
bour, to democracy, to socialism." 

Just after the :foundation of United Nations Organisa

tion and before 1949 when the O:>ld War started with its full 

intense, USSR supported the view that the financial assis

tance to the underdeveloped oountries should be channelised 

through u.N.O. But "when confronted with tangible possibi

lities of· implementing international. economic aid through 

the UN ••• the Soviet Government withheld its support"53 

because according to USSR, it was a means to retain western 

influence on underdeveloped nations. Soviet Union decided 

·to help separately only the non-aligned nations. :But the 

economic aid was provided to the underdeveloped oountries only 

when 1he Soviet leadership followed a • policy of liberalisa

tion' that is from 1954 onwards. 

During the early years of its independence, India's 

economy was dependent on the capitalist economy. To retain 

·their Indian market for the saJ.e of their manufactured goods, 

West did not fulfill its industrialisation programmes. They 

demanded high rates of interest for their credits which they 

were to offer. 

52. V.I. Lenin, COmplete Works {Russian Edition), vol.30, 
p. 119 as quoted in E.N. Komarov, op. cit., p.87. 

53. A. Rubinstein, "Soviet policy Towards underdeveloped 
Areas in the Economic and Social COuncil, 11 International 
Q!~ni~~, (9 May, 1955), p.236. -
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The Indo-Soviet trade relations were established as 

early as in 1949, when a barter-deal was signed f"or wheat 

in exchange of raw materials like jute, tobacco and tea. 

AS this was the year of ,food crisis Soviet Union sent the 

wheat before the conclusion of the agreement. ln 1952 

Novikov, the Soviet ambassador, informed of the readiness 

of the Soviet Government to establish trade relations with 

India either in· hard currency or in rupees or on barter 

system. In a meeting of E¢c~E(Economic cooperation with 
v -

Asia and ~r East), in 1953, the Soviet delegate expressed 

the desire of the Soviet goverD.Illent to trade vTith the develo

ping countries. Tne newly appointed Soviet ambassador to 

India, Ivlens.h.ilr.ov also proposed . for a trade agreement between 

India and USSR. 

In December 1953 the first trade agreement was signed by 

India and USSR for five years and the transactions were to 

be done in rupees. This was an a~a-ntageous agreement for 

India. They also decided to balance the trade. In 1958 a second 
-

five-year trade ~reement was signed. Provision was made to 

establish a Soviet account with the Reserve Bank to facilitate 

Soviet trade in India. 

The trade turn over increased from 8. 1 million rupees in 

1953 to 719.9 million rupees in 1961. It continues to increase 

in 1963-64. By 1963-64 the USSR ranked fourth nation in total 

trade with India. The Soviet Union .. did not import only the 



traditional Indian exports like tea and -tobacco, but also 

the industrial products. In 1950 these industrial products 

accounted for 18 percent, but in 1963 it increased to 30 

percent. 54 In 1953 the total exports from India to the 

Soviet Union and other connnunist countries were worth only 

110 million rupees. 10 years later, they came ·io 200 million 

rupees. :£11oreover, the transactions were settled in Indian 

rupees. This was helpful for a country like India which lacks 

hard foreign currency. India's trade relation were also 

established with other East European countries as, Czechoslo

vakia, Poland, Rumania and Yugoslavia which provided it a 

vast· market. Now the western market li'as not the only outlet 

for Indian trade. Due to the trade relations with East, 

India got a foot hold to bargain with West. 

In the meeting of UN EDAFE in Ceylon, Soviet Union 

expressed its desire to provida technical aid "with no political. 

string& attached 11 • But there was no immediate response to it, 

because some limitations were imposed on its use. Gradually 

India became the Chief receiver of the SoViet aid and it 

received 60 percent of Soviet aid furnished through the UN 

from 1955 to 1962.55 

Though 1he Soviet aid to India during this peri~d amounted 

less than US aid but it had important impact on the development 

54. 

55. 

V.I. Snii.rnovt "A New Era in World History", J;,ndian Express 
{ 7 Nov. 1963 J • 

A. z. Rubinstein, The ~Soviets in InternatiQ.!!al 0 rganisation: 
Chan&Ln,g_Policy Towards Develo:ging Countries, 1953-63, 
Princeton, 1964, p.41. 
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of Indian economy. The Soviet aid was mainly ooncentrated 

in public sector on neavy industries because the Indian 

government gave emphasis on publl.c sector. Soviet aid was 

mainly given for the building up of steel plants, exploring 

and refining of oil and development of heavy engineering 

and li!Jq?;lJm:e electrical equipment plants. Moreover, the 

whole plant was supplied by Soviet Union. 

The aid was given for a long-term and comparatively 

at the lower rates of interests - 2. 5. As the credits were 

for a long-term planning. The repayment starts after the 

one year of the deli very of the credit. It is to be repaid 

by the products of the plants or in rupees. If 'the credit is 

not used, the interest is not charged. Bhilai and Bokaro 

steel plants are the results of S oviet aid. Again, during 

the first two Five Year Plans India had to import oil, which 

was the enerous e:xpendi ture of Indian economy. So, the help 

of Soviet Union was seeked and the SoViet experts discovered the 

gas and oil d.eposi ts in Cambay - in 1958 and in A nkleshwar, 

Kalot and Rudrasagar in 1960, with six million 'trins of oil 

per year. SoViet Union also supplied crude oil at o. 25 

dollars a barrel and thus the west was forced to lower their 

price by 0. 27 dollars a barrel. In September 1959 the Soviet 

Union gave aid for the construction of oil refinery at Barauni. 

Nearl.y 115 million rupees of credit vTere also provided for 

this project. Again, the ·Bhilai pl.ant was expanded and in 1959 

a Soviet credit of Rs.2812.4 milliol;l was announced. Credit 
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was also given for the construction of Heavy Machine-Building 

plant at Ranchi and Coal Mining Machinery Plant at Durgapur. 

Thus the Soviet aid was proved advantageous to India. 

s. Skachkov, Co-Chairman of the Soviet-Indian Commission for 

Economic, Scientific and Technical Cooperation, said : ''India 

is a reliable partner in economic cooperation and pays up its 

loans in time. n56 

Soviet r<lilitary aid to India is also of great significance. 

It was accelerated after the Sino-Indian border dispute of 

1962. It particularly armed India with ihe equipments for 

mountain warfare. A factory in manufacture ~ii G 21 jet 

fighters was also established. India was given light tanks, 

·ground to-air missiles and radar equipments. By ~1ay 1964, 

the intal Soviet military aid was of 130 million do.llars ·which 

was more than the US military aid during that period. At 

the end of 1964 an aid of 140 million dollars was again 

given under which India l'laS given 44 £·UG 21, 50 ground-to-air 

missiles, nearly 70 light tanks and 6 sub-marines. 57 A ten

year .loan at the rate of 2 percent interest was also given. 

If we ~ make an overall assessment, we wS:...J,. :rind that 

the Soviet aid to India increased with the changed international 

condi tiona and the changed Indian policy. It started after 

56. s. Skacbkov, "Econoiriic and Technical Cooperation between 
USSR and India!~ Vneshu,ya;ya Torggvlya, No.3, 1975, p.13 
as quoted in &.N. Ilom:~_rov, op. cit., p.95. 

57. New York Times, 4 August, 1965. 
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formation of \vestern military organisrations as SEATO and 

C:ENTO and was intensified after its conflict With People's 

Republic of China. Thus through trade and aid policy USSR 

started playing a global role and India helped her in this. 

---------- X -----~-~-- X ----------

It is now worth our while to focus attention on some 

world issues where Sgyiet interests were directly involved. 

Jaikewise, a few major issues will be dea..O..it with here on which 

India and the Soviet Union differed. 

Hungarian Cri~ 

The preceeding pages show the developing trends in . 

Indo-Soviet relations and its assessment of Indi::ta foreign 

policy. Though the close relations between the two countries 

started developing from early 1950s, and continued upto 1964, 

there lvas temporary thaw in 1956, after the Soviet intervention 

in Hungary. r-io raLLy, Inlia could not grasp this situation. 

But politically it could not oppose Soviet Union vehementally, 

because it was to affect their cordial relations and India 

was in need of Soviet help in its international and internal 

problems. In United Nations, when the resolutions were passed 

cri ti. ci sing Soviet intervention in Hungary and for the .holding 

of a free election under the UN auspices, India opposed it, · 

because it might be applied to Kashmir in future. India and 
Gto un trie s 

other non-aJ.i.gnedLmoved a resolution to permit observers to 

enter in Htmgary. This resolution was vetoed by Soviet Union 
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and in his criticism, Soviet delegate carefully dropped 

India's name. Later on, under the pre ssue of the internal 

developments in India and the West, Krishna Menon, fue Indian 

delegate at UN cautiously criticised So.viet Union. He said: 

u ••• it is also necessary to take some effective steps which 

would alleviate the w.fferings of the Hungarian people ••• n58 

' 

and that the "overwhelming majority of the Htmgarian people" 
' 

wanted the Soviet forces to withdraw. But the Soviet delegate 

who spoke next to him did not refer India in its attack on us. 

India emphasised only the hum.ani tarian aspect of the crisis 

and supported the resolutions regarding relief work and with

drawal of Soviet troops from Htmga.ry. Nehru also criticised 

Soviet action in Hungary. He was shocked by the execution of 

Im-re Nagy. 

This crisis helped the anti-Soviet group in India to 

organise and the wspicions about Soviet Union came in :rare

front. The Indian government tried to normalise its relations 

with West. On the other hand, S oviet Union, though watched 

the developments in India, ignored it. It did not want to 
with 

strain its relationsLindi'a because that might affect its rela-

tion with Afro-Asian cotmtries. 

The CoMo Crisis 

The Congo crisis was another international issue, where 

India and Soviet Union had opposi:p.g attitude. But, the 

------
58. UN General Assembf;, Official Records, 11th sess. 608th 

mtg. {Dec.4, 1956~ p.521 ff. 
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leadership of both the countries, again, did not allow this 

difference to influence their cordial relations. 

The Congo problem became an international issue due 

to the intervention of Belgian forces there. India and the 

other Afro-Asian countries vTanted to present a draft resolu

tion acceptable to all. But the U.N. initiatives failed and 

in February 1961 .Lumumba, the Prime Minister of Congo was 

murdered. Though Nehru denounced the murder of Lumum.ba, he 

did not agree with the Soviet demand of Withdrawal of W 

forces because that might lead to a civil. war. Khrushchev 

the Soviet Prime Jlinister, demanded dismissal of UN Secretary

General and he sought help of India. He wanted to replace 

General Secretary by a'Troika' consisting of three persons 

representing East, West am the non-aligned countries. But 

Indian government did not respond to this demand as it believed 

that the UN as a whole shoul.d be blamed for this t'ailure and. there 

was no need for such a change. Their approach to the crisis 

al.so di. f:fered. India cooperated with the UN and contribuiBd 

armed personnel. Soviet Union did not like this act of India. 

Soviet Union opposed th~ operation and described it as illegal 

and not authorised by the UN Charter. India held the view that 

financial and mill tary aid to Congo shoul.d be channelised 

through the UN but Soviet Union opposed this. They threatened 

to give unilateral aid to Lumumba government.59 Inspite of 

these differences, they agreed that there should be no 

59. A. stein; op. cit. p.133. 
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interference by foreign powers in the internal affairs of 

Congo. The struggle of the people of Congo was supported 

by bo th of them. f>'!Jlt 

Disarmament 
a \\tt:te 

Indian and Soviet attitude differedLregarding disarma-

ment problem also. But mainly th~ cW.$S~:d due to the 

idealistic views of Pandit Nehru and realistic steps of 

Khrushchev. (Discussed earlier in this Chapter). 

CPI and COminfo:rm 

The Soviet and Indian views also differed regarding 

Communist Party of India and COminform. With the independence 

of India in 1947, Soviet leaders fondly hoped that CPI would . 
be in a commanding position. But this did not happen. On 

the other hand, due to the communist rising in Telengana 

and - Bengal, the Nehru government banned the party and 

suppressed their rising hard handedly. This act of Indian 

government was severely cri tieised by Soviet Union and arti. cles 

were published in Pravda and .New Times. 60 It gave support 

to the militant course persuaded by the UPI. But, ldth the 

increasing cordial relations With Indian government, the 

Soviet Press became less vehement to cri ti.cise the Indian 

government• s view of CPl. Eleeept this in 1950, the 

Communist .t>arty of India was legalised by the new constitution 
I 

of lndia. !iOlTever, lie~ always maintained a difference 

--------------------------60. Nell Times, No.3, 1949; Pravda, Feb. 27, 1949. 

59A. See Sharma, op.cit. 
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difference between communism abroad and CPI. It is said 

that "the indigenous variety appears to irritate Nehru because 
' 

it disrupts his regime and challenges his authority. It is ••• 

difficult to understand how Nehru, who is so extremely careful 

about the sensitivity of Russian and Chinese Reds, treats 

their satellites and sympathizers in India with such utter 

61 contempt." In 1954 the Preventive Detention Act was extended 

for next three years and many CPI members lre re held under this 

Act. In 1955 during the election campaign of Congress Party 

Nehru said that the Indian Communist "have no mooring in the 
~ 

land of their birth but always took to outside countries for 

inspiration and guidance. 11 In 1956 he criticised CPI to follow 

a violent line and asked them to follow liberal policy like 

CPSU. CPI led government was formed in K erala in 1957 but with 

the rising Sino-Indian dispute in 1959 it was dismissed and 

Presidential rule.was imposed there. However, after 1959 

Nehru did not criticise CPI vehemently and the • right wing• 

of CPI also started favouring Nehru's foreign policy.· 

On the other hand, after 1950, Soviet Union gradually 

started supporting India's role in international affairs and 

stopped commenting on internal affairs of India. In 1955 when 

Khrushchev and Bulganin came to visit India, they did not show 

any special preference to CPI. In 1957 when CPI led government 

was formed in Kerala, it was favourably viewed by Soviet govern

ment. But 1959 when government of K erala was dismissed, 

Soviet Press published a very few articles commenting on 

it. 
62 

After · 1956, the Soviet Government began 

61. D.F. Karaka, Nehru : The Lotus 'Eater from Kashmir, (London, 
1953), p.39. 

62. See Zafar Imam,(ed),soviet View of India, 1957-75, (Kalyani 
publishers : Delhi. 1977} 

' p. 38. 
----------~----
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to describe the bourgeoisie government of developing 

countries as "national. revolutionary" and asked the l.ocal. 

Communist .Parties to oooperate the "revolutionary-nation

alist" l.eaders. 63 

After the Chinese attack of India in 196 2 the 

differences between the • right' and 'l.eft' wing of CPI 

became more prominent. 11-1any l.eft wing members of CPI were 

arrested after Sino-Indian border dispute. On 'Jan. 18, 

1963 Pravda reported about a movement in India "to free the 

arrested communists, including ten members of Parliament 

who • • • are deprived of the opportunity to take part in 

the opening session of Parliament on J a:nuary 21. u64 I-1any 

articles in worl.d l•1a~.:L,E.eview were al.so published regarding 

Soviet Union's disliking of India government• s policy. 65 But 

l.ater on in mid-1963 most of the members of the Communist 

Party were released. Thus the momentary differences between 

India and Soviet government was for the time being not allowed 

to affect Indo-Soviet relations. 

The Cominform was another issue were the two governments 

differed. Nehru. occasionally criticised west for its imperia

list pol.icy but East '\'tas mainl.y criticised by him due to 

Cominform. He said "tile activities of those organisations" have 

63. Richard Lowenhal., nRussia, the one Party System,, and the 
Third Worl.d", Survey, no.58 (Jan. 1966), pp.43-58. 

64. Pravda, Jan; 18, 1963 as quoted in A. S12in 2.1?.!. cit., 
P• 164. 

65. I. Sum.ar, "Arrest of CoiiDnunist in India and Who stands 
to gainn, Worl.d ~.:larxist Review, {6 Jan., 1963), p.94. 
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have caused a great deal of apprehension and disturbance in 

various countries, n
66 In fact, Nehru did not like the 

interf'erence of Soviet Dhion in internal affairs of other 

countries through Cominform and Commtm.ist Parties, In 1955 

he visited Poland, "Yugoslavia, Austria, Great Britain and 

West Germany and in every country he discussed his disli.ldng 

of the Cominform, though he was not sure of Soviet non

interference in 1he internal af'fairs of other countries even 
. 67 

after the dissolution of a>minform. 

The Cominfo:nn was founded after second World War to 

organise the Communist movement of the world, It was founded 

on the belief that the World was divided in two groups -

'imperialist and anti-imperialist•.
68 

The Soviet leaders 
,... 

minutely observed the Nehru's dislike of Cominfozm but they 
they 

avoided any direct criticism of him. In 1956Ldeclared the 

dissolution of Cominform to meet the needs of their foreign 

policy in changed international situation • 

.. ':7,....----~--- y·---r~-~----~ --~~~...-5·-

On APril 18, 1956, when the Cominform was dissolved to 

sui~Soviet foreign policy in changed international conditions, 

@New Delhi welcomed the decision and Nehru realised a "p~si
tive change n in Soviet Union. 69 

x --------- X: 

66. Lok Sabha Debates, vol.7, no.31 ( Sep. 29, 1954), Col, 3693. - -
67. A. Stein, o~._ci. t,, pp. 68-69. 
68. A. Zhdanov, 0}2. cit., pp. 2-4. 
69, A. stein, o:e. cit., p.88 
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Our investigation amply shows that the Soviet Union 

generally took a very favourable view of Indian foreign policy 

after 1940s. Our investigation was based on three crucial· 
' 

tests. Firstly, Soviet view of India's stand on issues of 

World importance not strictly related to a bilateral 

relationship, as for example, colonialism, racialism, 

disarmament, suez Crisis and Lebanese Crisis. Secondly, 

Soviet view of India's stand on issues directly affecting 

India's national interests, as Kashmir, Goa and Sino-Indian 

border dispute. Thirdly, Soviet view of India's stand on 

those issues, where the Soviet Union was directly involved 

or interested. Ylhile discussing these issues, we have 

hi ghli gh ted how· the community of in te re st s between the two 

countries brought about identity of views. Likewise, we 

have also stressed how India and Soviet Union differed on 

some issues, yet the community of interest between the two 

countries continued and no damage wa s done either to Indo

Soviet relations or any effect was marked on favourable image 

ojf Soviet view of Indian foreign policy. 

It should be thus obvious that a favourable view of 

India's foreign policy is based on Soviet perception of the 

realities of international life, its own national requirements 

as well as on a shrewde understanding of .India's international 

position and domestic compulsions. Likewise, it is interesting 

to note that India's socio-economic conditions, particularly 

Nehru 1 s cri t:i. cal stance on the Communist movement in India 

had not affected Soviet perception of Indian foreign policy. 
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In the previous chapters we have analysed Soviet-view 

of different aspects of Indian foreign policy. It is noli 

intended to SUlll up various Soviet compulsions of projecting 

a generally favourable view of Indian foreign policy and 

to attempt at the totality of Soviet view of Indian foreign 

policy. of 1947-64. 

After 19401 s, the community of interest of both the 

countries was reflected in the grovTing Soviet involvement 

in India. During early years of independence ( 1947-50) 

a state of confusion \Mismarked in Soviet view of Indian 

foreign policy. During this phase, Soviet ASian policy was 

very much influenced by Soviet Policy in Europe. Therefore, 

India and other newly independent countries were not given 

due importance and their role in changed international 

conditions was not fully realised. 

A gradual change was evident in Sovi.et view of Indian 

foreign policy during and after the Korean wars IWh.en India 

and the Soviet Union demanded the representation of socialist 

China in the UN. .Even during the life time of stalin, this 

change was marked. After the de~th of Stalin, his successors 

encouraged this trend of Soviet foreign policy and tried for 

a close relationship with India and for a better understanding 
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of India• s foreign policy and its socio-economic developments. 

This change was clearly marked by the visit of India, Burma 

and Afghanistan by Khrushchev and Bulganin and counter visit 

of Nehru and U Nu, Prime Minister of Burma. Moreover, Prince 

No"1t> dum Sihanouk of Cambodia, President Sukarno of Indonesia, 

Shah of Persia and many other leaders from the developing 

countries also visited the USSR. 

After the 20th Cong:ress of CPSU, this new trend in 

Soviet foreign policy was given a theoretical. framework and 

the theory of different roads to socialism and the objective of 

peaceful co-eXistence became the guiding principles of the 

Soviet view of the developing world. 

During the fifties and early sixties, India received 

unreserved support from the Soviet Union for different 

problems directly affecting her. In 1957 and 1962 the USSR 

cast veto in favour of India when the west sponsored resolu

tions regarding plebici te in Kashmir were presented in the 

UN Security Council. It also vetoed security Council 1 s draft 

resolution regarding military take over of Goa (as discussed 

in Chapter III). Soviet aid to industrialisation programme 

of India's public sector save India a sound footing to bargain . 

With the West. Again, India1 s trade re~ations with the Soviet 

Union iJJA.ve her an outlet for the export of :t'i:nished and 

industrial goods. 

India was given economic, political and military help 

to maintain its non-aligned policy and to check its drift 
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towards the West. The USSR appreciated many Indian moves 

in international sphere and tried to support them in various 

international forums, as India was generally critical of 

the west and held anti-imperialist views on various interna_ 

tional 'issues as Cold War, formation of mill tary blocs by 

the West in· Asia and elsewhere, Suez crisis and Lebanese 

Crisis (as discussed in Chapter III). 

But there was a 'thaw' in this favourable view after 

the Hungarian Crisis. The Hungarian Crisis in its later 

part was criticised by Indian .:ocm± Prime-I•1inister Nehru and 

Krishna I•1enon, the Indian delegate in the UN. Nehru aJ.so 

indulged in c~ticising Soviet socialism. So, he was in turn 

severely criticised by Soviet Indologists (like Academician 

Yudin). This was perhaps the result of the Hungarian uprising 

and in the soviet Union ~ the policy of liberalisation was 

slowed down. 

During early sixties they again differed on Congo issue 

(discussed in Chapter III). Moreover, there were confusions 

and differences among them regarding Indian government• s policy 

towards Cominform and Nehru's stance on Communist movement in 

India. Nehru also did not like the resumption of Nuclear test

ing at the time of Belgrade conference { 19 61 ) • 

But 1 inspi te of these differences, continuity of the 

appreciation of lndian foreign policy was maintained oy 'the 

Soviet Union. Nehru's criticism of some internal and external 

developments in the Soviet Union were largely ignored by Khrush

chev. In the UN also they avoided direct criticism of India. IVIore
over, 
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ci' i.i:.i..c. a\.. 
Khrushchev was always careful A to express a1_ opinion on 

internal development of India, although his~ \;~e.s 

were known. To weaken the pro-West elements in India, 

Soviet aid, trade and political support was given to India. 

He also utilised al.l the chances to sbow .his sympathy with 

India. 

In order to understand the nature .of Soviet interest 

in Indian foreign policy and Soviet appreciation of India's 

role in w·orld affairs, it is worthwhile to sum up their 

rea::S.aus • 

I di f · li · d ·b 1=sQhe · t u • n an oreJ.gn po cy was VJ.eife · yL!:!ovJ.e monas 

a model for Third World co1.mtries. It had become an important 

tmi t in East-west confrontation. I~Ioreover, the oomplex 

socio-economic structure of India was paid enough attention, 

as this was to affect the foreign policy motives and its 

projection (as discussed in Chapter II). 

Not that the Soviet leadership had,not realised that 

India's socio-economic development is not to their liking. 

In fact, behind appreciati~2 references to India's economic 

progress, one can easily see in Soviet writings on the subject 

a critical stance on complex process of India's socio-economic 

development. This however is not our concern in this study. 

Suf:fice h&?e to point out that inspi te of their less favourable 

view of India's internal: development during the period under 

study, 
1 

-the Soviet leadership continued to view Indian foreign 

l. For details seeti~~/r~ of India, 1957-75, Kalyani 
Publishers;: Del ·, 1977. 
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policy much more favourably. In fact, as the internal 

development in India became more problematic and complex, 

Soviet appreciation of India foreign policy continued to 

register a sharp rise. From the base year of 1947, the 

graph continues to rise reaching its apex by the time 

Nehru died. 

However, Soviet cooperation and appreciation of the 

foreign policy postures of the 'bourgeois' government of 

India may be considered as a short-term goal. The long

term goal of the Soviet Union is claimed to be the 

establishment of a Socialist system in India. By the very 

nature of -eontemporary tnternational environment, the Soviet 

leadership shrewily put emphasis on the short-term goal and :j 

reacted accordingly. As a short term goal, an appreciation 

of India foreign policy appears '00 have a 'OOp priority. 

Needless to add that Soviet view of Indian :eoreign 

policy was also influenced by geo-political factors as well 

as by Soviet perception of its own national requirements. 

India being a neighbouring country with vast potentials, 

obviously attracted involved attention from the Soviet Union. 

Soviet interest appears to see India free of Western military 

alliances_, and later to encourage containment of China; like- , 

wise it wanted help in a creation of such socio-economic 

conditions in India through aid and trade so as to generate 

more consolidation to its traditional foreign policy postures. 
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We may thus conclude that Indian foreign policy 

during the period under study was viewed by the Soviet 

Union as a foreign policy of a friendly country having 

many internal problems of change and development. It is 

perhaps this favourable view which had provided sanction 

to the oontinui ty of Soviet interest in India and its 

rising level of commitments to India's problems of economic 

development and social change. It may also be noted 

that such a favourable view transcended differences in 

their social system and emphasised the community of this 

interest, on vi tal issues of the contemporary world. 
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